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INLucE TuA
In Thy Light
A Long(ing) Year

W

ITH 2019 IN THE REARVIEW MIRROR, IT'S

fair to say that the year has been overwhelming and for many. Contributors to this issue
offer thoughtful, heartfelt, and creative perspectives on
some of the issues that have dominated recent headlines.
Richard T. Hughes's lead essay, for instance, examines
the force of white supremacy in his own life and in the
life of the United States. He recounts how he was finally
able to recognize white supremacy after it had been
operating, invisibly to him, throughout his life.
Josh Langhoff considers what migration means,
both within the Christian tradition and within the world
today, when the United Nations reports that 70.8 million
people around the globe have been forced from their
homes-the highest level of displacement on record.
(Do yourself a favor and listen to the horizon-expanding, migration-inspired soundtrack Josh created-turn
to page 11 to learn how.)
Martha Greene Eads also studies the place of music,
especially religious music within the context of poverty,
in her essay on Robert Morgan's novel Gap Creek. Even
though readers are likely less religious and rural than the
novel's protagonist, our current economic landscape features stark-and growing-wealth and income inequality.
And while some humanities scholars have been
sounding the alarm about the viability of their disciplines, Tim Grennan's review of Paul Scherz's new book,
Science and Christian Ethics, reveals that some of their
colleagues in the sciences have similar concerns about
their own disciplines. Even aspects of our world that
seem privileged and ascendant are, perhaps, not quite as
secure as they seem.
Yes, 2019 has been difficult. Mischa Willett sums it
up in a stanza from the poem "Past Participle" (page 46):
One can be forgiven , then, or I
Can, which is to say, you will,

If everything recently looks to me
A premonition, essay on mortality

ButBefore we say good riddance to 2019 and all of
its troubles, take a look at Janet McCann's review of
Marjorie Maddox's latest poetry collection, Transplant,
Transport, Transubstantiation. "What gives us the ability
to survive?" McCann asks. "It is hard to imagine how
to assimilate into [one's] faith such an event as a father's
death after a failed heart transplant:' She continues on to
say that Maddox's poetry manages to do it, with "powerful, complex metaphors and symbols to show us a world
where, despite all, God is love, and love gives us the
courage to endure and even triumph:' And linger over
the personal story shared by Charlotte F. Otten, who
recounts one small but transformative event-with truly
historic connections-that swept away longstanding
animosity for her and replaced it with even-longerstanding joy. Finally, consider J. T. Ledbetter's story of
filling in one Sunday for the pastor of a church where
many of the congregants are homeless. Despite the
downtrodden reality he encounters there, he also experiences an almost absurd epiphany that blossoms into
life-affirming gratitude.
We hear much from the prophet Isaiah during
Advent; one of my favorite verses from Isaiah (not in the
Advent lectionary readings) is this: "I am about to do a
new thing; now it springs forth, do you not perceive it? I
will make a way in the wilderness and rivers in the desert" (Is. 43:19). We long for such a new thing, and I am
grateful to our writers for showing us places and ways
in which it is happening. 'if-HGG
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Escaping the Web of White Supremacy
Our Most Urgent Task
in the Work of Character Formation
RichardT. Hughes

W

HEN IT COMES TO UNDERSTANDING

race in this country, I have been a very
slow learner all my life.
When Martin Luther King Jr. wrote his "Letter
from a Birmingham Jail;' I was twenty years old
and a college student in Arkansas, living not far
from the great, defining events of the Civil Rights
Movement. But I might as well have been on the
moon.
What I remember most about those years is
that I remember nothing-nothing at all about
the Children's March in Birmingham, nothing at
all about the police dogs that attacked them, nothing at all about the high powered water hoses that
took the skin off the young marchers, and nothing at all about the paddy wagons and the jails. I
didn't read King's "Letter from a Birmingham Jail:'
I didn't even know he had written it.
Malcolm X was murdered on my birthday in
1965. I didn't know who Malcolm was.
The fact is, the Freedom Movement passed me
by like a ship in the night.
That failure to listen, to hear, and to see defined
everything about my world. It even defined the
church-related college I attended from 1961 to
1965. Virtually all of my professors had dedicated
themselves to the work of shaping characterChristian character-in the lives of their students.
There can be no question about the purity of their
intentions. Still, they did their work in the context
of a highly circumscribed, whitened world that
paid no attention and no regard to people of color.
Today I recognize that failure to listen, to hear,
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and to see as the heart and core of white privilege.
The fact is, I was a privileged college student, preparing for a life of greater privilege than even my
parents had known. I was living in a bubble called
the American dream. And it was that bubblethat whitened, all-encompassing bubble-that
rendered Martin Luther King Jr. and the black
struggle for social justice irrelevant to my concerns.
Not until 1967 did I begin to wake up to the
tragic realities of racial injustice in the United
States. What woke me up were the protests and the
foment over race and war at the University oflowa,
where I was a doctoral student. Slowly, I began to
see and hear what black people wanted white people to know about our nation, our churches, our
schools, and, indeed, about ourselves.
But part of me remained in a stupor.

F

AST

FORWARD

NOW

SOME

FORTY-FIVE

years to 2012, when I participated in a panel
discussion at the national meeting of the
American Academy of Religion. That panel convened around James Cone's important book on
the role white Christians played in lynching black
people in the United States. That book is titled The
Cross and the Lynching Tree.
As a white man, I knew I couldn't critique a
book on "the lynching tree:' So I simply told my
story in light of Cone's book. As part of my presentation, I explored the five American myths that
I discussed in the first edition of Myths America
Lives By-that the United States is a chosen nation,

a Christian nation, and an innocent nation; that
the United States is also nature's nation, fully in
sync with the natural order of things; and that the
United States is the millennia! nation, ushering in
a golden age for all humankind.
When I concluded my remarks and took my
seat alongside the other panelists, James Noel, a
professor of African American Christianity and
American religion at San Francisco Theological
Seminary, leaned over and whispered, "Professor,
you left out the most important of all the American
myths:'
"And what might that be?" I inquired.
"The myth of white supremacy;' Noel replied.
My initial response to Noel's assertion underscores, on the one hand, the subtle power of the
myth of white supremacy and, on the other, why
so many white Americans would likely reject
Noel's claim. I had spent years thinking about
the Great American Myths. I had taught classes
and written books and articles on that subject.
While I acknowledged the persistence of racism
in American life, not once had I considered the
notion of white supremacy as an idea that has been
central to the American mythos. I understood that
avowed white supremacists stalked the American
landscape, but I had always viewed them as standing on the margins of American life. To suggest
that white supremacy was a defining American
myth struck me as preposterous.
But as I reflected over many months on what
Noel had said, I began to see his point. I began to
see that even whites like me-whites who strongly
reject racist ideology-can escape the power of
the white supremacist myth only with extraordinary effort, if at all. This is because assumptions of
white supremacy are like the very air we breathe:
they surround us, envelope us, and shape us, but
do so in ways that we seldom discern. Put another
way, notions of white supremacy are so embedded into our common culture that most white
Americans take them for granted, seldom reflecting on their pervasive presence or assessing them
for what they are.
After sharing these ideas with a black church
some months ago, a woman from the church
explained that she and most other African
Americans think about white supremacy every

single day. They think about it, she said, because
they have to. They think about it when a store
employee stalks their every move in a retail outlet.
They think about it when they have to explain to
their children what not to do and what not to say
in case they are pulled over by a cop. They think
about it when they encounter daily micro-aggressions. Part of the meaning of white privilege is
that white people don't have to think about white
supremacy at all. And that is why white sup remacy is like the air we breathe.

Assumptions of white supremacy
are like the very air we breathe:
they surround us, envelope us,
and shape us, but do so in ways
that we seldom discern.

I

HAVE TOLD THESE STORIES TO HELP US DIS-

cern the powerful ways that white supremacy
routinely undermines our work ofbuilding and
buttressing character in the lives of our students
and our parishioners. If we fail to grasp the power
of white supremacy for what it is, we may very well
do our work from the confines of a white-washed
bubble. We may well indulge ourselves in the illusion that we are working at cparacter formation
when, in reality, we merely reinforce in the hearts
and minds of our students the very same notions
of white supremacy that have shaped us, their
teachers. We risk raising up students-especially
white students-whose goodness and morality
chiefly serve the interests of people who look like
them. Finally and inevitably, if we fail to grasp the
power of white supremacy, we insulate ourselves
and our students from the ethical concerns that
stood at the heart of Jesus's life and ministry. And
that is why I believe that the work of unmasking
the myth of white supremacy is our most urgent
task in the work of character formation.
James Noel's comment drove me, in time,
to thoroughly revise the first edition of Myths
America Lives By and to place the myth of white
supremacy at the very heart of the American
experience. I finally grasped the truth that African
Advent-Christmas 201 9
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Americans have understood for years on endthat the Myth of White Supremacy is, indeed, the
primal American myth that informs all the others and, second, that one of the chief functions
of the other five myths is to protect and obscure
the Myth of White Supremacy, to hide it from our
awareness, and to assure us that we remain innocent after all.
When I had finished writing the revised edition, I sent the manuscript out to readers, both
black and white, for comments and suggestions.
A white scholar and friend who resists racism
with all of his might and whose work I hold in the
highest esteem, responded with this comment: "I
fear that you may.. . undercut yourself by reaching too much [and] depicting this myth [of white
supremacy] as the root problematic myth .... It
seems somewhat arbitrary to me to give ... white
supremacy a sort of logical priority among the
myths:' He therefore suggested that I eliminate
the contention that white supremacy is the primal
myth and argue instead that it merely overlaps and
connects with the other American myths.

white reader, on the one hand, and the black readers, on the other, was an epiphany for me and
helped me see the other truth that underpins this
book-that in the United States, black people and
white people live in two very different worlds.
These worlds are so different, in fact, that most
whites-indeed, most white, Christian scholars-have a difficult time even hearing the black
lament, much less understanding it.

H

OW MANY WHITE AMERICANS IN THE

mid-nineteenth century, including white
Christians, could grasp the truth that
Frederick Douglass spoke when in 1852 he asked
that searing question, "What, to the American
slave, is your Fourth of July?" "I answer;' he said,
a day that reveals to him, more than all other
days in the year, the gross injustice and cruelty to which he is the constant victim. To
him, your celebration is sham; your boasted
liberty an unholy license; your national
greatness swelling vanity... your shouts of
liberty and equality hollow mockery.

The radically different responses
from the white reader, on the one
hand, and the black readers, on
the other, was an epiphany for me
and helped me see the other truth
that underpins this book-that
in the United States, black people
and white people live in two very
different worlds.
When I asked several African American scholars to assess my friend's critique, they responded
viscerally. They argued with passion that James
Noel was right-that the Myth ofWhite Supremacy
is indeed the primal myth that drives American
life and history, and that to tell this story in any
other way would be to perpetuate a lie.
The radically different responses from the
6
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And how many white Americans in the midtwentieth century, including white Christians,
could even begin to grasp the truth that Malcolm
X spoke when he said in 1964, "I don't see any
American dream; I see an American nightmare:'
If white people listen to people of color, we will
hear a very different story from the one we typically hear, for people of color know from painful
experience that white supremacy is not the exclusive property of marginal groups like the Ku Klux
Klan. People of color know from experience that
white supremacy is part of the American DNA.
They know this because they have lived it, but
most white people resist their voices because we
fear they will tell us truths about ourselves that
we do not wish to hear. And so we push back.
We mute these voices, we distort them, and we
malign them. We have done that to every black
prophet who has arisen in the United States. We
did it to Martin Luther King Jr., whom FBI director J. Edgar Hoover labeled a communist with
the strong support of many white American
Christians. We did it to Malcolm X, who most

white Americans dismissed as a radical subversive. We did it to Angela Davis when we focused
on her politics rather than her lament about racial
injustice. We did it to Muhammad Ali when he
refused to fight in Vietnam. And today we accuse
Colin Kaepernick and other athletes of betraying
the American flag when they protest police brutality and racial inequality by kneeling during the
national anthem.

T

HERE IS PERHAPS NO MORE POWERFUL

example of our failure to hear black voices
than the story ofJeremiah Wright, pastor of
Trinity United Church of Christ in Chicago from
1971 to 2008. In 2008, exactly forty-four years after
Malcolm affirmed that he saw only an American
nightmare, Wright preached a sermon in which he
told the truth about the black experience in the
United States. "When it came to treating her citizens of African descent fairly;' Wright said,
America failed. She put them in chains.
[She] put them in slave quarters, put them
on auction blocks, put them in cotton
fields, put them in inferior schools, put
them in substandard housing, put them
in scientific experiments, put them in the
lowest paying jobs, put them outside the
equal protection of the law, kept them out
of their racist bastions of higher education and locked them into positions of
hopelessness and helplessness .. . and then
wants us to sing, "God Bless America."

And then Wright said the only words that any
white person remembered from that sermonthe only words, in fact, that most media outlets
reported: "No, no, no:' Wright said. "Not 'God
Bless America'; God Damn America! "
The media didn't report on the historical context that Wright had developed up to that point.
And it didn't present Wright's complete statement, for he went on to say, "God damn America
for treating her citizens as less than human. God
damn America as long as she keeps trying to act
like she is God and she is supreme:'
That single line- "God damn America as
long as she keeps trying to act like she is God and

she is supreme" -was the lynchpin for Wright's
sermon that morning. His text for that sermon
might well have been the very first of the Ten
Commandments: "You shall have no other gods
before me:' But precious few white Americansincluding white Christians-could even begin to
grasp that point.
The reaction to Wright's statement among
whites was swift and overwhelming. The issue was
not that Wright said "damn'' from his pulpit. The
issue was that Jeremiah Wright, a black man, had
summoned divine judgment on white America.
In fact, Wright had spoken words very much
like the words we read in the biblical book of
Revelation, condemning ancient Rome, disguised
there as Babylon, for trading in slaves and building its empire on the backs of the poor.
"Fallen, fallen is Babylon the Great:' John
wrote, for she has sold not only gold and silver and
sheep and horses, but also "slaves, that is, human
souls:' (18:11-13). "Fallen, fallen is Babylon the
Great:' John wrote, for "the merchants of the earth
have grown rich with the wealth of her wantonness" (18:3). Then John made the crucial point,
that God-not Rome-is Lord. "For the Lord our
God the Almighty reigns:' John wrote. And unlike
Rome, this great God Almighty "will wipe away
every tear" and there shall be neither mourning
nor crying nor pain anymore.
This was precisely the point Jeremiah Wright
sought to make, for when he reached the end of
his sermon, he said this:
The United States government has failed
the vast majority of her citizens of African
descent. [But] where governments fail, God
never fails .... I want you to know that you
are more than a conqueror; through Christ
you can do all things .... God never fails.
You can't put down what God raises up.
God never fails. You can't keep down what
God wants up. God never fails. He'll abide
with you, he'll reside in you, and he'll preside over your problems .... God never fails.
But white America, including large numbers
of Christians, condemned Wright so completely
that Barack Obama-a member of that church
Advent-Christmas 2019
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since 1988-had to break ties with his pastor or risk losing the election. We can trust that
precious few in that predominantly African
American congregation of more than 8,500-and,
for that matter, precious few African Americans
elsewhere-criticized Jeremiah Wright for what
he said that day.
The nub of the matter is this-if we are serious about the work of character formation, then
we must hear what African Americans have been
trying to say to white Americans for hundreds of
years. If we are serious about character formation,
then we must listen to people such as Frederick
Douglass and Malcolm X and Angela Davis and
Ta-Nehisi Coates. If we are serious about character
formation, then we cannot afford to marginalize the Black Lives Matter movement or scholars
like Kelly Brown Douglas and Carol Anderson or
sports figures like Colin Kaepernick or preachers
like Jeremiah Wright.

We have more work to do if we
intend to defeat the demon of white
supremacy that stalks our schools,
our churches, and our hearts.

I

N THE SPEECH THAT LIKELY GOT HIM KILLED-

his 1967 speech at the Riverside Church in
New York City where he spoke out against
America's war in Vietnam-Martin Luther King Jr.
thundered words that captured the heart of Jesus
and, for that very reason, stand as a beacon for the
work that pastors, Christian professors, and others
do in the field of character formation:
Because I believe that the Father is deeply
concerned especially for his suffering and
outcast children I come tonight to speak
for them. This I believe to be the privilege and the burden of all of us who deem
ourselves bound by allegiances and loyalties which are broader and deeper than
nationalism and which go beyond our
nation's self-defined goals and positions.
8
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We are called to speak for the weak, for
the voiceless, for victims of our nation
and for those it calls enemy, for no document from human hands can make these
humans any less our brothers.
I grasped virtually nothing of this vision
when I was a college student some fifty-six years
ago. I grasped nothing of it because my professors
grasped nothing of it, even though they imagined
themselves seriously engaged in the work of character formation.
Much has changed in this country since I was
a college student in the 1960s, and those changes
signal hope. Still, we have more work to do if we
intend to defeat the demon of white supremacy
that stalks our schools, our churches, and our
hearts. Until we see the world through the eyes of
the weak; until we hear the voices of the voiceless
resonating in our hearts; until we grasp and appreciate what King meant when he said that we must
stand "with the victims of our nation and those
it calls enemy;" and until we, too, can affirm that
"no document from human hands can make these
humans any less our brothers" -until we grasp
these truths not only with our minds but also with
our hearts, our work of character formation will
fall miserably short of the ethical vision of Jesus.
And we will deceive ourselves, for though we may
imagine that we are turning out better people, better Christians, and better citizens, we will turn out
instead one-dimensional people-good and moral
people in many ways, but people so thoroughly
blinded by the bright light of their whiteness that
they are numb to the lament of the oppressed. ·~

Richard T. Hughes is professor emeritus at
Pepperdine University and Messiah College
and teaches at Lipscomb University. He is
author, co-author, or editor of over a dozen
books, including Myths America Lives By:
White Supremacy and the Stories that Give
Us Meaning and The Vocation of a Christian
Scholar: How Christian Faith Can Sustain the
Life of the Mind. This essay is adapted from a
talk he delivered at at "The Character of the
University" conference at Baylor University,
October 17-20, 2019.

EVE
What was it like for her,
recovering from recent surgery,
to lie down on the red earth
next to the stranger from whom
she'd been recently detached?
With whom she was lately an
integral body part, drawing in,
now, her first breaths of Eden air,
wild with the fragrance of fresh
flowers. Looking down at her lovely
nakedness, did she anticipate being
a mother, every one of us draining
out of her pale body? I ask her:
Do I have your hair, your eyes, your
hunger for fresh, forbidden fruit?
And did you dream, even for
a moment, that your blood
could run rampant in my bones?

Luci Shaw
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Strangers in a Strange Land
A Migration Soundtrack for 2019

Josh Langhoff

E

ARLIER THIS YEAR, MY PRIEST HAD AN

inspiration: What if our Advent Lessons
and Carols service had a migration theme?
What if we skipped the traditional L&C framework-a series of nine or so scripture passages,
beginning with Adam and Eve's disobedience and
culminating in that great divine gesture of reconciliation, the birth of Jesus-and instead told the
nativity story through biblical accounts of migrant
people? After all, the members of the Holy Family
were migrants twice. They traveled to the city of
their ancestors to be counted by their government
occupiers, then fled for asylum to a foreign country, saving their child's life.
What would it mean, Reverend Lisa wondered, to understand this central story of our faith
from the perspective of people who yearn for a
permanent home, only to find that dream repeatedly thwarted? We could call it "Strangers in a
Strange Land:'
I had concerns. As usual, the first was
musical. Over the past century, the Anglican
Communion in which I work as parish musician
has developed a nice little repertoire of readingplus-music pairings, as familiar as Stilton and
Port. (I assume. I can't say for sure, since I'm not
a cradle Episcopalian.) The story of the serpent in
Genesis 3 pairs well with one of the myriad settings of ''Adam lay ybounden"; "Lo! He Comes
with Clouds Descending" naturally follows a regal
prophecy from Zechariah. With this new format, I
10
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might have to do some actual work. Not only that,
the service might become more work for parishioners expecting to celebrate the season with a
repertoire of favorites, only to feel the liturgical
rug pulled from beneath their feet.
Lisa and I shared a second, related concern.
The idea of a migration-themed Lessons and
Carols had obvious connections to hot-button
contemporary issues. There was no getting around
it: we'd be introducing politics into the sanctuary. The danger was that people would come to
church expecting to meditate on the awesome
idea of the Word become flesh, and end up getting lectured about border walls. Comedians have
a derogatory term, "clapter;' for the half-hearted
applause that greets unfunny political jokes. The
church equivalent might be "wokeship": worship so bent on promoting a political cause that
it crowds out divine adoration. Worship leaders
can and should connect spiritual practice to life
outside the sanctuary. But surely worship needs
to point us to a reality deeper than the mundane
world of the daily news even as it sends us out,
reflecting the light of Christ, to change the news
for the better.
When Lisa and I share this Lessons and Carols
idea with people, they tend to get excited. One
of these people is Rich, my previous (Lutheran)
pastor. When the three of us met to discuss the
concept, we realized that the key to the political
problem was seeing ourselves-or, more to the

point, allowing parishioners to see themselves-in
the Bible's migrant stories. Like the Israelites refusing to sing their songs by the waters of Babylon,
the people in church live in exile.
This is a tricky notion in the twenty-first century United States. It does not mean, for instance,
that American Christians are being persecuted.
As a demographic, white American Christians
are among the least persecuted people in history. Physically, we're closer to being Pharaoh or
Babylon than the Israelites they subjugated. Yet
the stories of Abraham, Joseph, Moses, and Ruth
still resonate deeply. As Lisa says, our spiritual orientation is exile. We are not what, or where, we
long to be. Stability is fleeting and things fall apart.
Our hope is in God, and scripture tells us-almost
too many times to count-that God abides among
migrant people.
At least, that's what we hope people will take
away from the service. As I write this, Lessons
and Carols is still weeks away and unplanned.
It's requiring some actual work: whittling the relevant Bible passages down to a workable number,
picking music that's both familiar and not, and
planning how best to teach the carols to choir,
brass, and congregation. We're figuring out what
to do with John the Baptist. Politics left unmentioned would become an elephant in the room,
so we'll come up with a litany explicitly tying our
universal themes to displaced people around the
world, including refugees from Central America,
Syria, and Yemen. Maybe we'll take up a collection for a refugee agency. If all goes according to
plan, this year's L&C will invite both reflection
and empathy: reflection on the Word become
migrant flesh, and a chance to see ourselves in the
predicaments migrant people face. We'll see how
it goes.

N

OW, BACK TO THE MUSIC.

One blessing of planning a familiar
service in a new way is the chance to
hear familiar pieces of music with new ears-for
instance, "0 Come, 0 Come, Emmanuel:' Like
many other parishes, we enjoy singing this setting
of the early church's 0 Antiphons during Advent.
We typically sing it near the beginning of Lessons
and Carols, where it introduces the morning's

theme of waiting for Jesus to arrive. The problem
is, when Christians sing "Emmanuel shall come to
you, 0 Israel;' we can reinforce within ourselves
a condescending attitude toward modern Jews.
"I wouldn't ascribe bad intent to anyone singing
it;' said the man directing Chicago's office of the
Anti- Defamation League in 2002, but, "In this
twenty-first century context, one could reasonably
hear those lyrics as hostile toward Jewish people:'
My solution (we'll see how it goes) is to sing the
antiphons as a response to Psalm 137, "By the rivers of Babylon;' a psalm of exile. By anchoring the
hymn to that specific historical moment, maybe
it'll seem more expressive of human longings that
transcend history.

With immigration so much
on our minds, I decided to see
how many current musicians
were making music about this
theme. Quite a few, it turns out,
and a lot of their migrationthemed music is good.
With immigration so much on our minds, I
decided to see how many current musicians were
making music about this theme. Quite a few, it
turns out; and a lot of their migration-themed
music is good. To be sure, some songs settle for
trite explanations (the Killers' "Land of the Free")
or cheap provocation (Vince Staples's "Camp
America''), but this year, many more artists have
found ways to explore the topic from different
angles. The following songs, all released in 2019
and sequenced as a Spotify playlist (available at
https:/ /tinyurl.com/y23nrnup ), have enlivened
my commute, helped me discover unexpected
nuances in the topic, and occasionally made me
cry. Keep them in mind if you hear anyone suggest there's no good protest music any more. Most
of them are little-heard-but one was the most
popular song in the country all summer long.
Advent-Christmas 2019
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Afro Yaqui Music Collective, "Enter the
Mirrors"
From the album Mirror Butterfly: The
Migrant Liberation Movement Suite
This "twenty-five-piece postcolonial big band"
has created a traveling avant-jazz opera about the
world's climate refugees. It may play better live. On
record the vocal performances, rooted in spokenword performance art conventions, sound both
opaque and embarrassingly on-the-nose. But the
band interplay is amazing; and this instrumental
prelude sets the bewildering scene with a flurry
of free improv for percussion and saxes, which
squawk and imitate sirens.
Unchained XL, "My Only Home"
From the EP The Migrant Mind
Synth-horns take up the squawking in this Christian rap song from New Zealand. Unchained XL was
born to Nigerian parents, and four of the five songs
on this exciting EP sound like the jazz-inspired
Afrobeat music of Fela Kuti. "My Only Home" is
the exception; it's a tempo-switching pop song with
a rat-a-tat militaristic charge in the verses. Along
the way, the rapper endorses the Big Bang model
of world creation, quotes Jesus-"Foxes have dens
and birds have nests, but I have no place to lay my
head"-and yearns for a return to Pangea, a world
without "imaginary lines in the sand:'

12
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Bhi Bhiman, "Beyond the Border"
From the album and podcast Peace of Mind
The California singer-songwriter conceived his
latest album as a series of songs fleshed out by podcasts. In his "Beyond the Border" episode, Bhiman
has useful chats with activists and an ACLU lawyer,
but he's a good enough melodist that his song works
first as music. Bhiman sings relentlessly behind the
beat, as though his migrant narrator is succumbing
to despair. His fluid, ringing guitar riffs, inspired
by the AHmann Brothers, sum up the bittersweet
mood.

Los Tigres del Norte,"La Jaula de Oro"
From the album and film Live at Folsom
Prison
During its half-century career, this California
nortefio quintet has amassed a deep catalog of
immigrant songs. The variety and subtlety of
their stories is unsurpassed. In 2018, Los Tigres
were the only musicians to play Folsom Prison
for the fiftieth anniversary of Johnny Cash's legendary concert. (You can catch the hour-long
documentary on Netflix.) After opening with a
Spanish -language cover of "Folsom Prison Blues;'
they hauled out rocking performances of their
classics, and the inmates happily sang and danced
along. "La Jaula de Oro" is a 1984 polka about a

Mexican immigrant who considers his U.S. home
a "cage of gold:' Despite his success, he feels like
a man without a country, alienated from his
English-speaking children.
Willie Nelson,"lmmigrant Eyes"
From the album Ride Me Back Home
Another U.S. treasure, Nelson has been on a
productive (if mellow) tear for as long as anyone
can remember, releasing one or two albums every
year. On his latest, he contemplates mortality,
love, and some songs he likes, including this very
contemplative reading of his friend Guy Clark's
"Immigrant Eyes:' Nelson's voice floats over the
beat with a jazz singer's poise and a bedtime story's
spontaneity as he relates the dehumanizing ways
we've treated immigrants in every generation.
("They were standing in line just like cattle/ Poked
and prodded and shoved:')
The Highwomen," Highwomen"
From the album The Highwomen
Just as Nelson improves on Clark's song, this country supergroup-four women from the worlds of
mainstream country and Americana-improves
on The Highwaymen, Nelson's former supergroup
with Johnny Cash. This remake takes the old outlaws' theme song "Highwayman" further into the
mystic, depicting a faith healer, a freedom rider, a
preacher, and, in Brandi Carlile's opening verse, a
Honduran immigrant mother-all unjustly murdered, all of whom promise to "come back again,
and again, and again:' The group performance is
intimate enough to stop time.

Lil Nas X, "Old Town Road"
Ubiquitous single
Before you run away in terror, I assure you: Lil Nas
X belongs here because he says he does. Over the
summer, this video game song turned viral sensation became the longest-running #l hit in U.S.
history, after being booted off Billboard's country
chart for not embracing "enough elements of today's
country music:' Nearly every child you know can
sing it, whether they like it (my daughter) or despise
it (my son). And what are Lil Nas X and his endless
remix guests teaching our kids? Persistence matters:
"''m gonna take my horse to the Old Town Road/
I'm gonna ride 'til I can't no more:' Follow your own
muse: "Can't nobody tell me nothing:' Plus something about Maseratis and sports bras. In 2019, no
song was giddier in its defiance of would-be gatekeepers. For this playlist, I chose the remix with
Mason Ramsey and Young Thug because it contains
the most sound effects of donkeys.
Gary Clark Jr., "This Land"
From the album This Land
Unlike most of these songs, "This Land" isn't
a migrant story. It's the autobiographical tale of
someone getting harassed for the crime of living
in a nice house while black. When Clark, a Texasraised singer-songwriter and blues guitarist,
recently moved into a 50-acre ranch near Austin,
a neighbor refused to believe he actually owned
the place. Clark drew on his experience growing
up African-American "in the middle of Trump
country" to write this powerful, profane update of
"This Land Is Your Land:' "I remember when you
used to tell me ... 'Go back where you come from;"
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he sings over layers of screaming guitar, channeling the rage of anyone who's been cast aside by
their fellow human beings.
Making Movies featuring Ruben Blades,
"Delilah"
From the album ameri'kana
Blades, the Pan-amanian salsa pioneer, wrote
this heavy mambo in the 1980s with Lou Reed,
but only recorded it this year with the Kansas
City band Making Movies. The guitars crunch
with anger as Blades's narrator is "branded and
deported;' having made the mistake of following a seductress named Delilah to an unfriendly
land. The song's enormous, swaggering rhythm is
almost as seductive as its title character.
Redbait, "Cages"
From the EP Cages
This will be the last "loud guitars signifying defiant anger" song on the list, but it's a doozy. Rebecca
Redbait and Madeline B. front Redbait, an activist hardcore (or, per their bio, "proletarian crust")
band from St. Louis. Their thirteen-minute EP is
one pummeling riff after another. Don't expect to
understand any lyrics-but it's not like songs about
family separation at the border should be pretty.
The growled closing line neatly sums up a paradox
we'll revisit in a couple songs: "a country so free it
incarcerates children:'
Antonio Sanchez & Migration,
"Bad Hombres y Mujeres"
From the album Lines in the Sand
How are politically oriented hardcore bands and
jazz bands alike? They both get a lot of mileage
out of song titles. "Bad Hombres y Mujeres" would
have made sense with a more innocuous name,
14
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but the provocative one gives the music unexpected urgency-not that it needed much help.
Best known for his Birdman movie score, drummer Sanchez leads his Migration band through a
series of winding electronic keyboard solos and
wordless vocal-plus-sax melodies, placing their
sound squarely between 1970s progressive rock
and 1980s Pat Metheny.

Hadestown Original Cast,
"Why We Build the Wall"
2019 Tony Award winner for Best Musical
Talk about ideas that refuse to die. Ana"is
Mitchell first wrote the bluesy call-and-response
"Why We Build the Wall" in 2006, for a community theater show about Orpheus's trip to the
Underworld. In the song, King Hades asks the
subjects of his walled city, "Why do we build
the wall, my children?" Their answers-"to keep
us free;' "the wall keeps out the enemy"-turn
increasingly sinister and sad. A decade later, as
Mitchell saw her musical staged Off-Broadway,
one specific presidential candidate began tapping into the same dark sentiments. No word on
whether he's seen the show, or what he thought of
his archetype.

Maya de Vitry, "Go Tell a Bird"
From the album Adaptations
Like the wall-building impulse, some songs seem
to have existed forever. This gentle, resolute
anthem works like that: a handful of words and
a few modal phrases accompanied by an acoustic
band, with gorgeous strings that sound like they're
whooshing out of the past. Each verse ends with a
withering dismissal of Underworld Kings in any
age: "Go tell a bird about the land of the free:'

Lagartijeando featuring Minuk,"La Frontera"
From the album Ja//a//a
and Jenny Lipford, "Migration"
From the album Migration
The first of these flute beauties is electronic folk
from Argentina, with lyrics depicting the narrator's body melting back into the earth. The second
is uplifting new age that wouldn't sound out of
place in a Hallmark store. Both convey the hope
that makes people decide to pack up and move in
the first place.
The Chemical Brothers, "No Geography"
From the album No Geography
I meant to end this playlist on a note of unfettered hope. In "No Geography;' the Chemical
Brothers build one of their joyful, block-rocking
dance tracks around a sample of the poet Michael
Brownstein: "If you ever change your mind about
leaving it all behind, remember: no geography...
I'll take you all with me:' He sounds like a divine
Pied Piper-which, I then remembered, isn't
exactly an endorsement. What if this reassuring
voice from above was one of those coyotes the
Highwomen and Ruben Blades sang about, luring people away from their homeland and into
cages or graves? This promise to leave everything
behind sounds so tantalizing, you can understand
why people would jump at the chance. But in the

end, it simply leads back to the top of the playlist, a
bewildering world of confusion and isolation.
Unless, that is, you have forty minutes to sit
with one more piece of music ...
John Luther Adams, Become Desert
Though it has no overt connection to migrant
stories, Adams's sequel to his Pulitzer-winning
orchestral piece Become Ocean is all about space
and stillness-specifically, the stillness of an environment that many migrants brave during their
journeys. The strings and winds create a slow
series of complex major chords, broken by chimes
that wobble through the texture like mirages. It's a
majestic but cold work, isolating in its enormity.
Like the apparently intractable problems faced by
migrant people today and in every age, Become
Desert is all nuance. May we learn how to listen. f

Josh Langhoff is a church musician living in
the Chicago area. He is also the founder of
NortenoBiog, a mostly English-language
website devoted to Mexican music.
Works Cited
Zorn, Eric. "Great music, but lyrics are out of
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Robert Morgan's Gap Creek at Twenty
Martha Greene Eads

I

N EARLY OCTOBER OF THIS YEAR, CORNELL

University pulled out all the stops in a daylong
celebration of Robert Morgan's seventy-fifth
birthday. Three panels of scholars assembled to
praise his fiction, poetry, and prose nonfiction,
and three former students, accomplished writers
in their own right, expressed appreciation for the
generosity and attention he has brought to teaching since his arrival at Cornell in 1975. Perhaps
equally deserving of a birthday celebration is
Morgan's breakout novel Gap Creek, which turned
twenty in October. An earlier novel based on his
paternal grandparents' lives, The Truest Pleasure,
had enjoyed measures of both critical and commercial success, but Gap Creek, which focused on
his maternal grandparents, became a bestseller.
While some critics turned up their noses at Gap
Creek after Oprah named it her television book
club selection in January 2000, Morgan has consistently expressed appreciation for the spotlight
she trained on his fiction.
It seems like yesterday that I was reading for
the first time about Julie Harmon's first year of
marriage to Hank Richards, just as I wa& preparing for my own wedding. As a thirty-six-year-old
UNC-Chapel Hill grad student, uncertain about
entering into such a monumental commitment
(even with a vastly more mature and considerate
partner than young Hank), I found hope in Gap
Creek. If Hank and Julie could come through all
of that, then surely my fiance and I could survive,
even thrive, in marriage.
Although I've since learned to treasure
Morgan's other work, including his poetry, Gap
Creek remains the work I commend most fre16
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quently to others. Although I'm sentimental about
its role in readying me for marriage, Gap Creek
wears well for other reasons. No mere flash in the
pan, Gap Creek, is, I predict, on its way to "classic" status. The college students I teach continue
to delight in it, and within just this year, four of
my faculty colleagues have permitted me to press
the book on them and have since thanked me fervently for it. At least two of the four have already
gone on to read more of Morgan's fiction. So what
makes Gap Creek's appeal so wide and lasting?
Certainly, its prose shines. In his New York
Times review, Dwight Garner observed that "at
their finest, his stripped-down and almost primitive sentences burn with the raw, lonesome pathos
of Hank Williams's best songs:' Moreover, the
characters are memorable and sympathetic, and
the depth of their struggles makes us yearn to
see how things will turn out-a bit like rubbernecking as we pass a highway crash. It's hard to
look away, even if we're afraid of what we might
see. Morgan often recounts in interviews that one
cranky fan asked him at a book-signing, "Why did
you put those young people through so much?",
complaining that he should have "called that book
Job Had It EasY:' The way in which Morgan makes
readers root for plucky Julie and, eventually, for
Hank accounts for part of the book's appeal.
Morgan's depiction of rural Appalachian life
at the turn of the last century is another aspect of
its charm. When I handed a copy of Gap Creek,
open to a hog-killing scene, to my own dad
in 2003, he humored me by reading those few
pages. Much to my surprise, however, he took the
book home with him and read the whole thing.

Although I had grown up watching Dad pore over
newspapers, Bible commentaries, and the magazines Progressive Farmer and Hereford Journal, he
hadn't picked up a novel
since reading Return of
the Native for a college
gen ed requirement in
1954 or '55. Now, however, at age eighty-nine,
Dad counts himself as a
fan of Morgan's fiction.
It was the accuracy
of Gap Creek's hog-killing scene that hooked
him. Many academics,
too, including Patrick
Bizarro and Resa Crane
Bizarro, have praised
descriptions of hard
work in Morgan's poetry
as well as in his prose.
In a 2017 interview,
Morgan acknowledged
this strength, noting, "I
do think that I'm unlike
most writers of my generation and younger in
that when I was very
young, I did do a lot of hard labor. Children don't
do that any longer. As a kid from an early age I
worked in the fields, worked in the garden, hoed
corn, tied bean strings ... later chopp[ed] wood:'
He contends that such experience sets his fiction
and poetry apart from that of other writers from
the same region, noting:
I'm one of the few Appalachian writers
who grew up on a dirt farm. [Most of
the others publishing today grew up] in
town, in more affluent circumstancesmiddle-class or upper middle-class. That
doesn't make a difference in the quality
of the writing, but it gets into what you're
writing. Katherine Anne Porter says that
by the time you're ten, you've absorbed
everything that will be used in your writing. This makes me different.

Of course, another distinctive feature of
Morgan's writing, not limited to but quite evident in Gap Creek, is the firsthand knowledge he
brings to writing about
religious
experience.
When he was not doing
chores or schoolwork,
the young Morgan was
often attending church
events with his parents
and sister Evangeline.
He has since dramatized
in much of his poetry
as well as in The Truest
Pleasure the peculiar
tensions of growing up
in a home informed by
both
Pentecostalism
and a less expressive
Southern Baptist tradition. As an adult, he says
he has come to appreciate the Episcopal Book
of Common Prayer and
to admire the writings
of Rowan Williams,
the former archbishop
of Canterbury, but his
formational religious experiences, like his farm
labor, have thus given him a distinctive capacity
to depict rural Southern characters like Julie. For
Julie, the desire for rest finds expression in singing
and thinking about heaven. He observed in the
same interview that
[P]eople in rural churches are not usually highly educated or affluent, and
their lives are hard ... [T]he church, religion, gives them some release .... [T]he
promise of heaven means a great deal to
them. They're able to visualize it, and of
course, the music stimulates that imagination. These hymns are really important
to people. It lightens their burden, gives
them hope .... If you've spent your life at
hard labor, going to a place of rest is very
attractive.
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Morgan's insights align well with Joe E.
Barnhart's observation that regional "concepts
of heaven have been shaped considerably by the
living conditions and aspirations of the believers.
Nineteenth -century and early twentieth -century
hymnbooks often portrayed Heaven as a place
of rest, shade, and relief from repressive toil"
("Heaven;' 375). Certainly, my own dad's familiarity with the kinds of work Morgan describes as

In having Julie think and sing
so often about heaven, Morgan
has used a distinctive element
of early twentieth -century rural
Appalachian life to tap an almostuniversal concern.
well as his own experiences of singing the songs
Julie sings help explain why he connected so
quickly with Gap Creek-even after almost half a
century of avoiding fiction.
My dad has lots of company, though-some
of whom have little if any connection to his midtwentieth-century experience as a rural North
Carolina Baptist. I think that Gap Creek's continuing appeal lies at least in part in its depiction of
Julie's longing for heaven. Even as widespread participation in formal religious expression declines,
this longing persists. In having Julie think and
sing so often about heaven, Morgan has used a
distinctive element of early twentieth-century
rural Appalachian life to tap an almost-universal concern. Furthermore, theologically attuned
readers will detect in Julie's experiences profound
ecclesiological, sacramental, and eschatological
insights. These insights probably reveal as much
or more about Morgan's adult appreciation for
Episcopal and Anglican thought than they indicate about his childhood Baptist or Pentecostal
influences.
Rather than preaching, though, Morgan
seems to have braided the fictional strands of
hard work, hymn-singing, and heaven-hunger
18
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into Gap Creek almost instinctively. When I asked
him about music in the book, he downplayed
his hymn selection's theological purposefulness,
repeating a claim he has made elsewhere that he
himself has "no theology" but is instead "a student of the phenomenon of belief' He continued,
''I'm very interested in the way that belief affects
people and their lives .... When I write fiction,
I try to give everything to the character: what
would someone like [Julie], with her background,
her personality, her experience think about?"
His hymn selection principle emerged from this
commitment: "I was mostly thinking about what
she would know and what she would like:' He
did take care to avoid anachronisms by combing the music collection at Cornell, but explains
that he ultimately drew from his own memories.
Describing a recent practice that sounds more
acceptable to Episcopalians than to traditionally
teetotaling Baptists, he recounted:
In some sense, I just put in the hymns
I remembered, the ones I used to play
[from The Broadman Hymnal]. I've
really enjoyed for years and years pouring myself a stiff drink at the end of the
day and playing some of these hymns
like "Jordan's Stormy Banks".... I love
those old hymns. I remember hearing
my grandparents sing them: my grandpa
loved them, my mother, my cousin Alvin,
who led the singing in church when I was
a little kid.
The near-dismissiveness with which he
describes his intentions for music in Gap Creek
makes the aptness of his hymn selections seem
uncanny.
Take, for example, "On Jordan's Stormy Banks;'
which appears twice in Gap Creek. Morgan admits
to having a particular affection for that hymn,
calling it "one of the most moving hymns of all.
We used to play it often, and it is a hymn that has
that vision of crossing over to the better world.
That poetry in it, as well as the music, is so memorable: 'Cast a wishful eye. Who will come and go
with me? I am bound for the Promised Land"'
(Interview 20 17). The first time Julie hears it, at the

funeral of the lecherous landlord Mr. Pendergast,
"On Jordan's Stormy Banks" leaves her feeling as
if "all the life and all the joy was draining out of
the world" (ll5). When she hears it next, however, at her reception into church membership,
the song signals her entrance into Christian fellowship. Before the song even begins to play, Julie
describes her resulting joy as being "as steady
as music you hear behind you, sustaining and
clear" (248). Then, as congregants come forward
to meet their new sister in Christ, the organist,
Mrs. Gibbs, plays "On Jordan's Stormy Banks;' the
song Julie had found so depressing at the funeral.
This time, however, the song has far more positive associations. Instead of being performed at a
funeral in a nearly empty church, the song provides accompaniment for welcoming gestures
from women and girls, some with tears in their
eyes, as well as from boys "who looked like they
would like to kiss me if they dared;' "older men
wearing overalls and flannel shirts, and blushing
because they was not used to shaking hands with
a young woman;' and grizzled deacons, some
with "eyes that sparkled, like they was young boys
looking out of their wrinkles at a pretty girl. And
some had cloudy eyes, like they didn't see too well
and wasn't even trying to see" (249). Reflecting
later on the experience, Julie says:
As I shook all the hands I had a sweet,
calm feeling. In front of everybody I
didn't feel exposed. I felt the warmth of
their attention and acceptance of me. The
church was a warm and welcoming place.
In the cold January day the warmest place
was the fellowship of the congregation. It
was the place of music, the music of fellowship and communion. (249)
Julie now has an answer to the question "On
Jordan's Stormy Banks" poses: those who will
"come and go with" her are the other members of
this small country church.
Although Julie has responded to the altar
call characteristic of Baptist services, to make an
individual "decision to follow Christ;' this song
and Julie's thoughts about it remind readers that
salvation and sanctification are mediated by

the Church, an emphasis more common in the
Anglican tradition.
Significantly, some versions of "On Jordan's
Stormy Banks" present heaven as a source of
food. Although the Broadman Hymnal Morgan
remembers playing since his childhood contains
only four stanzas, a longer version of the Stennett's
hymn appears in the Christian's Duty, Exhibited
in a Series of Hymns: Collected from Various
Authors, Designed for the Worship of God, and
for the Edification of Christians, Recommended
to the Serious, published in 1825. In one of these
versions, two additional stanzas describe "generous fruits that never fail;' and "brooks and vales/
[that w]ith milk and honey flow" ("Hymn 100:
The Promised Land;' 86-87). Julie, several months
pregnant and subsisting almost entirely on grits
and eggs by this point in the novel, might understandably be swayed by a song that promises to
satisfy hunger on several levels.

Julie, several months pregnant
and subsisting almost entirely on
grits and eggs by this point in the
novel, might understandably be
swayed by a song that promises to
satisfy hunger on several levels.
Julie's new fellowship does help satisfy her
hungers. Although her relationship with Hank
remains strained, Julie discovers delight in spending time with Mrs. Gibbs and two other women
from the church whose visits to "sit with [her] in
the kitchen or by the fireplace talking" make her
feel "like a human being again'' (250). Sensitive
to Julie's material as well as emotional needs, her
new friends bring her baby clothes and fruit preserves that ease her cravings. Moreover, Julie feels
better each time she goes to "a prayer meeting
or a preaching service, to a singing" (250). Her
contentment grows greater still when Hank joins
the congregation four weeks later. Despite fainting at the altar, the usually proud Hank grins at
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the congregants as they welcome him. "I think he
was relieved too;' Julie observes, "[f]or he wanted
to sing with the congregation and pray with the
congregation as much as I did. For Hank liked to
lead in prayer, and he knowed as well as I did it
was better to sing with others than to stand off
silent by yourself" (252). Much to Julie's own
relief (as well as the reader's!), Hank's entry into
fellowship also signals the beginning of a new
harmony at home.

For Julie and Hank, marriage becomes a
shared ministry. When an alcoholic neighbor,
Timmy Gosnell, who has repeatedly demanded
money from Hank and Julie, threatens them again
near the book's end, Hank resists engaging with
him as he has in the past. Instead, he tries to deflect
Timmy's curses by humoring him, offering him a
meal and garden produce, and praying with him.
Julie's experiences are somewhat less dramatic but
no less touching. She says,

Music-making, like sharing meals,

I would give the preacher potatoes and
carrots instead of any tithe. And I would
help anybody I could. I would give people
that passed on the road new potatoes and
squash .... [W]e attended every prayer
meeting and church service, every singing and dinner on the grounds. I carried
taters and cider and canned preserves to
shutins and old folks. (311, 310)

is a part of the congregation's
mutual aid, providing givers as
well as recipients tastes of
heaven on earth.
The song Morgan chooses for Hank's later
reception into the church, "Bringing in the
Sheaves;' underscores the communal nature of
Christian belief while introducing a new metaphor. "Sowing in the morning, sowing seeds of
kindness/ Sowing in the noontide and the dewy
eve;/Waiting for the harvest, and the time of
reaping/We shall come rejoicing, bringing in the
sheaves;' it begins (Broadman 359). While the
harvest imagery certainly evokes evangelism,
grain also has sacramental associations with
Eucharistic bread. On a literal level, however, the
labor Hank and Julie increasingly share includes
the literal harvesting and preservation of food,
which becomes a means of blessing those around
them. Reflecting later on that period of their life,
Julie recounts:
I helped Hank cut tops in the August
heat. We stacked the corn tops in shocks
in the fields to cure, and in the September
heat we pulled the fodder and carried it
in bundles to the barn. The fodder made
the barn smell sweet as green tea. We
gathered apples and made cider. . . I cut
up apples and dried the slices on sheets
in the sun, to make pies in the winter.
(311)
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Although her mention of singing in this passage may seem a minor detail, music-making,
like sharing meals, is a part of the congregation's
mutual aid, providing givers as well as recipients
tastes of heaven on earth.
Morgan uses color to reveal the deep connections among ecstatic experiences of embodiment,
having Julie observe:
I had forgot how good music is in a public
place. It was just a little organ, but it gathered and pushed the air in the sweetest
breath. There was such color in the notes.
I seen purples and blues and greens in the
air. The organ music was living breath.
And when the song leader started to sing
and we joined in, I seen I had forgot how
voices joined together. But when they all
joined in the church it was something different. All the voices blended and helped
each other make a fuller kind of harmony.
All together the voices seemed to raise the
air. They made the church-house feel like
it was lifting off the ground. I seen how I
had missed singing. I had missed singing
with other people and I had missed the
praise of singing. (242-3)

Julie's ecstatic account aligns with the phenomenon that Robert Jourdain explains in Music,
the Brain, and Ecstasy: How Music Captures Our
Imagination:
The world is an untidy place. Where we
would like to find simple patterns and
deep connections, we encounter complexity and conflict and confusion. And so all
ordinary existence is accompanied by a
certain amount of strain. When trains of
anticipation go consistently well, we register the pleasure of well-being. When
resolution is consistently rocky, we register broad anxiety. Only in a handful of
activities, including music and the other
arts, do our minds partake of experience
that is so perfectly organized that every
anticipation is roundly satisfied, filling us
with intense pleasure. (318)
The relative complexity of "Let the Lower
Lights Be Burning" makes it a good choice for
illustrating Jourdain's point; in an interview,
Morgan has called the song, with music and lyrics
by Philip P. Bliss, "harmonically one of the more
complex hymns" in the novel.
Julie's use of synesthetic imagery to describe
this experience is especially striking in the context of Jourdain's discussion of ecstasy; earlier in
Gap Creek, she has described sexual bliss in similar terms:
"All the colors started running though
my head in the dark. Purples and greens
and yellows and blacks. They blended into
each other and poured over each other.
And the colors was like milk, so soft and
warm and pouring over and into each
other. And the colors was swelled, bigger
than I had ever thought they could be.
The colors was melodies, like shaped note
singing" (53)
While Julie herself articulates no conscious connection between sex and song, she unwittingly
bears witness to Jourdain's assertion "that music
is capable of delivering pleasure at virtually every

level of our being" (327).
While the aural and vocal experience of "Let
the Lower Lights Be Burning" carries Julie outside herself, its lyrics are also significant at a more
conscious level. In the hymn, singers exhort one
another to mutual encouragement:
Brightly beams our Father's mercy
From His lighthouse ever-more,
But to us He gives the keeping
Of the lights along the shore.
Let the lower lights be burning!
Send a gleam across the wave!
Some poor, fainting, struggling seaman
You may rescue, you may save
(Broadman 262).

'Tve heard many people ask,
'Who are the lower lights, or
what are the lower lights?' I think
it's the saved. You're hoping for
Heaven; there's God in heaven,
but there are also the lower lights
burning: the Christians around
you, the examples:'
Morgan notes the lyrics' encouraging element,
saying, "''ve heard many people ask, 'Who are the
lower lights, or what are the lower lights?' I think
it's the saved. You're hoping for Heaven; there's
God in heaven, but there are also the lower lights
burning: the Christians around you, the examples"
(interview). Julie and Hank have encountered two
such examples in Pastor and Mrs. Gibbs; now they
are entering a wider fellowship of Christians who
will provide them with much-needed support in
their continuing life journey.
That their journey is about this world rather
than the next also seems more Anglican than
Baptist. In his 2008 book Surprised by Hope:
Rethinking Heaven, the Resurrection, and the
Mission of the Church, Anglican New Testament
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scholar N. T. Wright contends that conventional
notions of heaven as the place where well-behaved
people go after death runs counter to biblical teaching. While some versions of the Baptist
teaching Morgan grew up with can seem like a
highly personalized, pie-in-the-sky reward system, a truly biblical understanding of heaven,
according to Wright, invites humans to help usher
heaven into the here and now. Morgan's depiction
of Julie's near-death experience aligns with such
an understanding. In her fever-induced vision of a
place that seems a lot like heaven, she hears a man
whom she first takes to be her dead Papa but who
seems a lot like Jesus praise her for "having shown
the truest kind oflove:' The man tells her, "Because
you have loved others more than yourself. .. you
are one of the blessed:' Rather than urging her to
enter into heavenly rest, he says, "You will live and
you will continue to work and to love" (299). And
she does, to appear in two more novels, This Rock
and The Road from Gap Creek.
Of course, readers who've come to care about
Julie want her to live. In bouncing back to can
peaches, visit shut-ins, and join in hymn sings,
Julie does more than merely live. Pointing to I
Corinthians 13, Paul's famous passage on love,
Wright asserts:
The point. .. is that love is not our duty; it
is our destiny.... It is the food they eat in
God's new world, and we must acquire the
taste for it here and now. It is the music
God has written for his creatures to sing,
and we are called to learn it and to practice it now so as to be ready when the
conductor brings down his baton .... Love
is at the very heart of the surprise of hope:
people who truly hope as the resurrection encourages us to hope will be people
enabled to love in a new way (288).
Whether or not Morgan admires N. T. Wright
as he does Rowan Williams, he seems to have
anticipated Wright's vision of Kingdom life when
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he created Julie. And reading about her, a young
woman so animated by a longing for heaven and
so characterized by love, stirs hope in many of
us, whether we're Baptist or Anglican or atheist,
whether we're thirty-six or seventy-five or eightynine. t

Martha Greene Eads is professor of English
at Eastern Mennonite University.
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SUNRISE
slow jazz chords
of bird flocksa sequence of winged notes
played to unearthly
time signatures,
one even heard
the sunrays falling
syncopatedly
one after the other
upon everythingsuch rhythm such beauty
to which I was
perhaps the solitary
witness that morning
so much so that I came
to believe that I would
eventually be called to testify
to the truth of all this

FaizAhmad
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Where the Ground Was the Enemy
Setting as Character in The Things They Carried
Mikayla M. Zobeck and David M. Owens

I

N THE MIDST OF THE NUANCE AND COMPLEXI-

ties of contemporary literary theory, sometimes
the most basic questions about a particular
work still yield substantive insights. So it is with
Tim O'Brien's postmodern classic The Things They
Carried, a work of fiction over which critics and lay
readers alike have written and said much. College
professors and high school teachers bring the book
into their classrooms, and it has been a favorite
among community reading programs and groups.
Many of these more community-based programs
attempt to parse out questions based on the traditional elements of fiction: setting, character, plot,
point of view, theme, and style. The primary setting is Quang Ngai Province in Vietnam, along
with secondary locations in the United States.
Surely the narrator, who shares the same name
as the author, is the protagonist. But the answer
to the subsequent question of who or what is the
antagonist is not so apparent. One might immediately point to the military enemy, the Vietcong,
but then be hard-pressed to find them within the
pages. One might argue that the war itself is the
antagonist, or that it is the psychological burdens
associated with physical trauma, violence, grief,
loss, and guilt that the soldiers carry-all plausible
responses. However, the elements of character and
setting have an especially close relationship here.
Vietnam serves as more than just the setting for
The Things They Carried. In fact, O'Brien so thoroughly personifies the land itself that it becomes
a character, and, more specifically, becomes the
primary antagonist faced by the narrator and his
comrades.
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The author's own understanding of place
can be a useful starting point for examining the
importance of settings in The Things They Carried.
In talks and interviews, for example, O'Brien has
been very forthcoming about the impact of his
youth in Worthington, Minnesota. In 1991, he
described Worthington, explaining, "on one side
of town ... you'll see soybeans, on the other side of
the highway, fields of corn. It's a place that gives
new meaning to the word flat:' In addition, he
talks of this town as "god-forsaken;' and remembers wondering how he could escape such a place
("President's Address"). O'Brien says that at a
young age he escaped the "source ofloneliness and
frustration I felt growing up in this town" through
books ("President's Address"). But despite reading and writing to escape the place of his youth,
O'Brien captures that very terrain in the pages of
The Things They Carried.
In a brilliant bit of the sort of genre blurring
that characterizes The Things They Carried, the
terrain of Worthington forms the fictional setting for troubled character Norman Bowker's
repeated driving circuits around the lake near his
Iowa home. 1 Bowker's town not only has many
of the physical features of Worthington, but its
citizens mirror the attitudes of O'Brien's as well.
In "Speaking of Courage;' the narrator explains,
"the place looked as if it had been hit by nerve
gas, everything still and lifeless, even the people.
The town could not talk, and would not listen:' At
this point, describing the town as unable to communicate is ambiguous-town could refer to the
townspeople, or the place itself, or both. In the

following sentence, the narrator makes an important move: '"How'd you like to hear about the war?'
[Bowker] might have asked, but the place could
only blink and shrug. It had no memory, therefore no guilt" (137). Now the ambiguity is gone;
the storyteller has personified the place. It blinks
and shrugs. With this bit of anthropomorphism,
the town, a place originating in the author's own
life, has become a character in the story and one
that stands in opposition to the war-haunted protagonist. This same craft technique plays out on
a much larger scale throughout The Things They
Carried with the landscape of Vietnam itself.
Author O'Brien served in what became one
of the most notorious areas of Vietnam-the
region within Quang Ngai Province nicknamed
Pinkville, which included the village of My Lai,
site of the infamous massacre by American soldiers in March of 1968. 2 O'Brien, however, did
not arrive in Vietnam until February of the following year. As he explains it, "I was assigned just
by serendipity to a battalion that had the Pinkville
area, the My Lai area:' American soldiers dubbed
this area Pinkville because "in military maps it
was shaded a bright kind of shimmering pink"
(PBS Interview). At the time, O'Brien, as with
most infantry soldiers and most Americans, did
not know the recent history of the region. It was
during O'Brien's tour in Vietnam that the grim
story became public. Besides the My Lai Massacre,
the province had also suffered the destruction of
many villages, particularly high numbers of civilian casualties, and many inhabitants moved into
refugee camps. O'Brien recalled the feeling of
walking among the local people:

the Pinkville area was littered with landmines,
which meant that the land seemed to claim more
victims than the Viet Cong snipers did. He recognizes that the soldiers were afraid of the land
in much the same way that young children are
afraid of dark closets and monsters under the bed
(Smith, 111).
In an essay, O'Brien elaborated on the landscape he had witnessed in Quang Ngai: "Back in
1969, the wreckage was all around us, so common
that it seemed part of the geography, as natural as
any mountain or river" (O'Brien 1994, 53). O'Brien
then goes on to explain an important consequence
of that context: "With so few military targets, with
an enemy that was both of and among the population, Alpha Company began to regard Quang
Ngai itself at the true enemy-the physical place,
the soil and paddies" (53-54). It is particularly significant that "the true enemy" for O'Brien and his
fellow infantrymen was "the physical place;' not

I was walking through these villages
where this horrible atrocity occurred
prior to my arrival to Vietnam. And part
of our fear for the place, of the place, and
part of our real terror of being told you
are going into the Pinkville area had to do
with the hostility that you could read on
the faces of the people there, even among
the little children. [It] was hostility mixed
with fear. (PBS Interview)

the people whose faces displayed hostility mixed
with fear, or the Viet Cong (of which they saw
relatively few), or the North Vietnamese Army.
That is to say, in the imagination of the soldiers,
the terrain of Quang Ngai Province began to take
on frightening human qualities.
O'Brien offered an even more deeply retrospective reflection on the role of place in an
interview in November of 2009. In it, he explains
how he experienced Vietnam, and the impact of
Pinkville's history on his perception of the location. According to O'Brien, knowing the history

In another interview, O'Brien mentions that

O'Brien served in what became
one of the most notorious areas
of Vietnam-the region within
Quang N gai Province nicknamed
Pinkville, which included the
village of My Lai, site of the
infamous massacre by American
soldiers in March of 1968.
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of a place "shades" one's view of it, and, in a place
like Pinkville, "you feel the ground has still got a
little heartbeat of evil inside of it, and of human,
human shortcoming that still seems to beat with
that, for me anyway" (PBS Interview). O'Brien
speaks of a place as if it has a heart, and a malicious one at that, one that suffers from human
shortcomings. This startling personification of
the land itself appears in how he writes about
Vietnam in The Things They Carried. Throughout
the novel, the land assumes a variety of human
characteristics-so many, in fact, that the place
itself becomes much more than the setting for the
story in a conventional sense. Indeed, it becomes
a principal element in opposition to the protagonist and his comrades. In short, the place is a
principal antagonist.

It is hard to imagine more vivid

or emphatic oral personification
than this, as Sanders describes
the terrain as a self-aware,
verbal being.
The personification of Vietnam is extensive,
taking multiple forms, even becoming a leitmotif. Before examining how O'Brien's eponymous
narrator endows Vietnam with human qualities,
it is worth noting that he also makes the country
a source of metaphorical food for human beings.
One soldier comments that Vietnam is a "Garden
of Evil" where "every sin's real fresh and original"(76) . Obvious biblical allusion to the Garden
of Eden aside, a garden is a place that provides
food to nourish people, and "real fresh" sounds
like ad copy for a grocery vendor. Similarly, in a
memorable moment of "The Sweetheart of the
Song Tra Bong;' the young civilian woman named
Mary Anne, who descends into savagery after falling in with a team of Green Berets, explains to
her puzzled fiance, "Sometimes I want to eat this
place. The whole country-the dirt, the deathI just want to swallow it ... .It's like this appetite"
(106) . Geophagy, the practice of eating soil or
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clay, is often the result of a craving born from a
diet deficient in minerals. Here, however, Mary
Anne craves something wicked, not healthy. It
is a craving for something that nourishes the
growing brutality within her. That evil essence
in the ground itself also becomes the soul of the
personified Vietnam in The Things They Carried.
On at least one occasion, it is a land with eyes.
Company medic Rat Kiley tells Mary Anne's story
and explains, "Late at night, when the Greenies
were out on ambush, the whole rainforest seemed
to stare in at them-a watched feeling" (llO) .
Most frequent, however, are instances of personification involving the human voice-hardly
surprising in a novel whose chief concerns are
the power and purposes of storytelling. It makes
sense to have the land itself talk-to tell its own
story, to be one of the many voices throughout
The Things They Carried.
The voice of the land is central to one of the
more memorable vignettes in "How to Tell a True
War Story;' in which fellow infantryman Mitchell
Sanders attempts to tell narrator Tim O'Brien of
the bizarre experiences of a six-man patrol on
a mission to an isolated listening post. Sanders
claims that the patrol begins hearing "chamber
music;' "gook opera and a glee club;' and "all kinds
of funky chanting and Buddha-Buddha stuff"
(71). Sanders, along with those in the patrol he
describes, appears to believe that these sounds are
not products of the human tongue. He claims that
the mountains are speaking. According to Sanders,
"The rock-it's talking. And the fog, too, and the
grass and the goddamn mongooses. Everything
talks .... The whole country. Vietnam. The place
talks" (71). It is hard to imagine more vivid or
emphatic oral personification than this, as Sanders
describes the terrain as a self-aware, verbal being.
As Sanders later struggles to articulate the point
of his tale, he explains, "The moral, I mean ....
Nobody listens ... .Trees and rocks-you got to listen to your enemy" (73) . The connection here is
explicit-the terrain talks, and it is the enemy.
As if to make the landscape more fully
human, additional instances occur throughout
the book in which soldiers think of Vietnam itself
as alive and imbued with intent. For example, in
"Ghost Soldiers;' narrator O'Brien observes, "The

war suicide of Norman
Bowker;-nzo of thenarrator's platoonmates.
In this particularly
memorable and frequently
referenced
vignette, Jimmy Cross's
platoon hunkers down
during a very rainy
night in what turns out
to be a village's open
waste-disposal
field,
and, while there, mortar shells also begin to
rain down on the helpless Americans. As the
narrator tells it, "it was
still raining ... the mortar rounds seemed to
come right out of the
clouds ... . The field just
exploded"
(141-42).
Significant here is the
omission-the incomThe cover of the first edition, 1990.
ing shells do not seem
that "Our frequent
to come from enemy
engagements with the Confederate outposts,
mortar tubes, but from the very low hanging
patrols, and scouting parties ... fixed in my memclouds. And it is the ground that explodes, not the
ory a vivid and apparently imperishable picture
shells. Similarly, the emphasis is not on the people
who fired the shells, but on the field where they
of the locality.... These spirited encounters were
observations entered in red" (420-21). As was a
landed.
common experience for infantrymen in Vietnam,
When American soldiers in The Things They
Carried think of the ground as an enemy, it is not
O'Brien found the unfamiliar, exotic beauty of the
landscape striking. In a 2012 interview, O'Brien
surprising to see them react to it with violence, literexplained, "the land just blew us to smithereens.
ally attacking the land as a psychological response
We were afraid of the physical place" (quoted in
to an inability to close with the Viet Cong. Stefania
Ciocia explains, "In O'Brien's writing, the lure of
Smith, 111). Most American soldiers found themselves fighting on terrain that that was indeed
savagery takes a particularly poignant form in the
strange and striking: paddy land, rugged green
account of episodes of gratuitous violence against
hills, and thick tropical forests. Again, this fear of
the environment" (2012: 30). And characters do
the "physical place" is entirely consistent with the
take out their innermost inexpressible emotions
sentiments expressed by O'Brien's narrator in The
on the environment around them. When Mitchell
Things They Carried.
Sanders tells the story mentioned earlier of solProbably the most profound example of this
diers on a listening post hearing haunting sounds,
terrain-as-enemy motif occurs when the patch of
he describes their response:
inundated, stinking ground the narrator calls "the
shit field" becomes the primary culprit in the death
the guys can't cope. They lose it. They get on
of Kiowa and a secondary preparator in the postthe radio and report enemy movement-a
land was haunted ....
Late at night, on guard,
it seemed that all of
Vietnam was alive and
shimmering"
(192).
Here again is the motif
of terrain as a living
thing with a certain
evil spirit or malicious
intent. Author O'Brien
talks of the intimacy
a soldier in Vietnam
experienced with the
ground on which he
stood, a phenomenon
that has long been
associated with soldiering, especially for
those serving at sites of
violent events or particularly exotic terrain
or both. Of his service in the American
Civil War, for example,
Ambrose Bierce wrote
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whole army, they say-and they order up
the firepower. .. All night long, they just
smoke those mountains ... They blow away
trees ... and whatever else there is to blow
away. Scorch time. They walk napalm up
and down the ridges .. .It's all fire. They
make those mountains burn. (71)
Here the Americans are reacting against the
landscape with a vengefulness more typically
reserved for a human enemy. Author O'Brien confirms this was the case with many of his comrades,
explaining that "There was no tangible object to
attack except the land itself" (quoted in Maclear,
274).

When one regards the physical setting of The
Things They Carried as a character, and the antagonist at that, it may seem a rather obvious iteration
of the classic human-versus-nature theme, certainly not a new direction in fiction. Such beloved
tales as Stephen Crane's "The Open Boat" and Jack
London's "To Build a Fire" are literary forerunners. If anything, London, along with some other
American naturalists, treats nature in a manner

In ((On the Rainy River:' narrator
O'Brien makes it clear that he is
not in favor of the war in Vietnam.
He explains, ((The American war
in Vietnam seemed to me wrong.
Certain blood was being shed for
uncertain reasons:'
more consistent with O'Brien. That is to say, the
naturalists tended to regard nature as a malevolent
force out to crush struggling humans. In contrast,
Crane's protagonist in "The Open Boat" famously
learns in an epiphanic moment that nature "did
not seem cruel to him then, nor beneficent, nor
treacherous, nor wise. But she was indifferent,
flatly indifferent;' a view more consistent with the
literary realists (381). There is, however, a fundamental difference between these classics and The
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Things They Carried-the war. An armed enemy,
the obvious and expected antagonist, occupies the
ground, and plays the role of an intermediary of
sorts between the American soldiers and the land
itself. O'Brien neither depicts a direct, one-on-one
struggle with nature, nor does he describe grand
clashes with the VietCong. What personifying the
land as antagonist does, then, is allow the narrator to subtly efface the role of those fighting the
Americans, thus demonizing the landscape rather
than its people.

W

HAT MAY STRIKE MANY READERS OF

The Things They Carried is the absence
of climactic scenes of firefights or protracted battles with a human foe. Readers never
see O'Brien's platoon engaged in the traditional
infantry mission of closing with and destroying
the enemy. An unseen sniper kills Ted Lavender;
booby-traps kill Curt Lemon and Lee Strunk, and
a mortar barrage from a distant enemy causes
Kiowa's death in the shit field. The Viet Cong
and soldiers of the North Vietnamese Army
are conspicuously absent throughout. But this
demonizing of place rather than people is entirely
consistent with a narrative persona who does not
have a personal animus toward the Vietnamese.
That lack of enmity becomes apparent early. In "On
the Rainy River;' narrator O'Brien makes it clear
that he is not in favor of the war in Vietnam. He
explains, "the American war in Vietnam seemed
to me wrong. Certain blood was being shed for
uncertain reasons .... Back in college, I had taken
a modest stand against the war"(38-39). Thus, the
narrator does not view the North Vietnamese or
their sympathizers as enemies.
This becomes even more apparent when one
notes that the only enemy soldier present in the
book is the young Viet Cong killed (or maybe not)
by the narrator's grenade in "The Man I Killed:'
As the narrator stares at the grisly result of the
explosion, he begins to tell an imagined biography
of the dead man. As many have noted, that story
bears remarkable semblance to the narrator's own
life story: a scholar, not a fighter; a small-town
upbringing with expectations of patriotic service;
inward reluctance to go off to war; a lack of hostility toward the enemy. The narrator makes this very

clear when he explicitly confesses, "I did not hate
the young man; I did not see him as the enemy....
The grenade was to make him go away.. .I wanted
to warn him" (126-27). Thus, even in an ambush
situation in the jungle at first-light, O'Brien avoids
demonizing the enemy and, instead, humanizes
him. To do otherwise would violate the narrator's
own stated ideology about the war. To do otherwise would also violate author O'Brien's own
convictions. In addition to the comments cited
earlier about the people of Quang Ngai Province,
the author told an interviewer that, while there, he
felt part "occupying evil guy" and part "terrified"
(PBS Interview). Given all this, it makes sense
that the land itself, the terrain, would become an
antagonist-the oppressive, ever-present, audible,
and visible enemy.
The physical and psychological trauma that
this terrain-as-enemy antagonist wreaks on the
American soldiers of The Things They Carried is
nowhere more dramatic than the nightmare in the
shit field. The complex nature of guilt becomes
a prominent theme of this particular war story.
After Kiowa is wounded and drowns in the muck,
Lieutenant Jimmy Cross blames himself for
not moving to better ground. Norman Bowker
blames himself for becoming unnerved by the
overwhelming stench and losing his grip on the
sinking Kiowa. A nameless "young soldier" blames
himself for turning on a flashlight under a poncho
to show a picture of his girlfriend to Kiowa just
moments before the rounds began falling (163).
Even Azar, the platoon's perpetual sick-jokester,
confesses that "I felt sort of guilty almost, like if I'd
kept my mouth shut none of it would've ever happened. Like it was my fault" (168). The collective
guilt is a complex thing, and as Lieutenant Cross
reflects on it, he begins musing:
You could blame the war. You could
blame the idiots who made the war. You
could blame Kiowa for going to it. You
could blame the rain. You could blame the
river. You could blame the field, the mud,
the climate. You could blame the enemy.
You could blame the mortar rounds. You
could blame people who were too lazy to
read a newspaper. ..

and so on for five more lines of text (169-170).
Significantly, in this catalog of blame, the military
enemy occupies only the one brief mention cited
above.
In one of his many commentaries on writing, narrator O'Brien emphasizes how essential it
was that he articulate "the terrible killing power
of the shit field" (153). The field killed more than
just the platoonmates' friend, Kiowa. It took a terrible toll on each of them, too. Returning to the
country years later with his young daughter, narrator O'Brien describes the feelings of what he
lost to this location to show her the "Vietnam that
kept [him] awake at night" (176). In an emotional
scene, he muses:
This little field, I thought, had swallowed
so much. My best friend. My pride. My
belief in myself as a man of some small
dignity and courage ... all the old ambitions and hopes for myself sucked away
into the mud .... I blamed this place for
what I had become, and I blamed it for
taking away the person I had once been.
For twenty years this field had embodied
all the waste that was Vietnam, all the vulgarity and the horror. (176)
Thus, this piece of geography becomes
emblematic of the entire war itself and all that it
took from him. Vietnam listens to the soldiers,
talks to the soldiers, and destroys the soldiers.
Vietnam itself truly was the force to be reckoned
with-Vietnam was the enemy.
In The Psychology of Writing, Ronald Kellogg
claims that humans create meaning by "creating,
manipulating, and communicating symbols" (5).
People collect individual experiences and attempt
to make sense of what they see, hear, touch, and
taste. Both author Tim O'Brien and the narrator of
The Things They Carried take in the sights, sounds,
textures, and tastes of the landscape of Vietnam
and transform that landscape into a personified
symbol of the war itself. If the two O'Briens cope
with the shortcomings of place in their youths
by inventing stories about it and giving it human
qualities, then they do so to cope with the trauma
and tragedy of Vietnam. In classrooms and
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reading groups alike, The Things They Carried can
be studied as a classic story oflove, loss, guilt, storytelling, and the grou nd that was the enemy. ~
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Endnotes
1 When discussing the novel, readers sometimes
encounter difficulty separating its author from its narrator. This article's authors have attempted to do so by
describing the former as "author O'Brien" and the latter
as "narrator O'Brien" or simply "narrator:'
2 A company of American soldiers, primarily those in a
platoon led by Lt. William L. Calley, slaughtered almost
all civilians of the My Lai village on March 16, 1968. The
platoon from C Company, 1st Battalion, 20th Infantry,
11th Brigade, 23rd Infantry Division (AMERICAL)
killed old men, raped and killed women and girls,
dragged infants and children into a ditch and executed
them with a machine gun, and shot others point-blank.
The soldiers slaughtered most of the village's livestock
and burnt a majority of the village itself. There is general
agreement that there were 504 casualties, including 182
women (seventeen of whom were pregnant), 173 children, and fifty-six infants. (Information in this note is
summarized from Maclear, 1981: 272-73 and Editors,
n.d.: History.com).
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SKY-PUNCH
The yellow rectangle of National Geographic
tried to contain this wonder
calling it an atmospheric phenomenona sky-punch-caused by a plane piercing

I

the super-cooled droplets held inside
a cirrocumulus cloud, setting off

I

the Bergeron process, leaving a large
circular hole, a fallstreak hole, like a
blue polka dot on a white sundress.
But if that is all it is, then why am I
still staring up at this knothole in the sky
expecting to catch a glimpse of God on the other side?
I
I

I

Daniel Gleason

!
i
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I
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Weeping for Joy over Fiction
Charles Dickens's A Christmas Carol
Harold K. Bush

I

ADMIT IT: THE ENDINGS OF FIELD OF DREAMS

and Shawshank Redemption get me every time,
even though I've seen each a dozen times
or more. So does the ending of It's a Wonderful
Life. And do you remember back when you were
a child, when Bambi's mother died, shot by a
hunter? Or when the boy had to shoot Old Yeller,
who got rabies from the wolf?
There is something unusually visceral about
these and other cinematic moments. Some
have argued that we encounter God or the transcendent at the cinema, provoking an intense
emotional response. In his recent book, God's
Wider Presence, Robert K. Johnston argues that
the "movie event" is uniquely tailored for weighty
experiences of this sort (42-66). The pathos of the
film experience can bring a person to tears over a
fictional character. The characters don't even have
to look real, as in the case of Bambi's mother, or
the couple in the beginning of Up, or the group of
friends at the end of Toy Story 3. Animated characters such as these can even cause adult viewers
to weep. Sometimes we weep for joy: provoked by
the flickering motion pictures before us, we sense
an almost sublime expression of hope as we sit in a
darkened theater, surrounded by strangers.
Back in the dark age before digital media and
moving pictures, it was literary fiction that caused
folks to get out the hankies. Perhaps we might
tweak Johnston's concept to discuss the "novel
event" as a site for encountering God's wider presence. Americans congregated on the docks of
shipyards, awaiting the latest installments of many
of Charles Dickens's novels. They cried together
around the fireplaces of New England, where they
listened to an elder read aloud from such works
as Little Dorritt or Hard Times . The death of Little
Nell in The Old Curiosity Shop caused readers particular pain, so much so that they wrote about the
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episode in their letters and diaries.
But why such powerful emotions, given that
these are all made-up tales of non-existent beings?
How is it that the lives of characters that we know
to be fictional can cause us so much grief?
Several years ago, Tyler Beane's brief meditation on A Christmas Carol appeared in The
Cresset. Beane emphasized the elements of horror
deployed by Dickens and the tale's inherent darkness. In describing one film adaptation's depiction
of the two destitute children who are hiding
under the folds of Death's robe -"Ignorance" and
"Want" -Beane writes that the director's choice
of camera angle makes viewers feel "as if we are on
trial along with Scrooge;' and that "the horror of
the scene awakens one's conscience:'
But one person's horror can easily become
another person's sympathy. And in the Christian
tradition of ars moriendi-the art of dying-it
is through a deepened awareness of death and
dying that one is capable of learning to live well.
Emily Dickinson wrote powerfully of the value of
an "ars moriendi outlook" for our everyday lives:
"that Ethereal gain/ One earns by measuring the
Grave-/ Then - measuring the Sun -" (LeMay
143-4). Here Dickinson's notion reminds me of
one of my favorite passages in the Rule of Benedict:
"Yearn for everlasting life with holy desire. Day by
day remind yourself that you are going to die" (Fry
183-5).
In fact, people of the nineteenth century
were a lot less squeamish about death than most
Americans in 2019 are. If you were born in 1850s
America, your life expectancy was around thirtyeight years (a figure not affected much by the
coming Civil War, since those born in the 1850s
would not have fought in it). People "laid out"
the bodies of the dead in their homes, often in
coffins they personally crafted. Every week there-

after, as they entered
[ can
change
dra~ matically, but some
and departed their local
:<::
).. have serious doubts.
churches, they would
~ Probably those who
pass by the gravestones
:." respond most powermarking
the
burial
location of their dearly
fully to A Christmas
Carol are readers and
beloved. And the war did
viewers who already
come: spreading anguish
embrace a supernatuand grief even more from
ral account of God's
town to town, north and
south.
transcending hope that
even the most wicked
I believe the spirit of
St. Benedict's injunction
of individuals can be
converted. "Why show
is basically a healthy one,
despite the immediate
me this, if I am beyond
all hope?" Scrooge asks
modern allusions to the
likes of Woody Allen,
the final ghost (108).
Dickens's
narrative
whose neurotic whining
seems too obsessed with
shows that nobody,
not even Scrooge, is
death. By way of contrast, Benedict presents a
beyond
supernatucalm yet strong sensibilral hope. This sort of
Sol Eytinge. Want and Ignorance, 1868. Wood
ity of our own mortality engraving, 12.6 x 9.5 em. Fifteenth Illustration for
hope constitutes the
as somehow beneficial Dickens 's A Christmas Carol in Prose: being a Ghost
Christmas story.
Story
of
Christmas
in
the
Ticknor
and
Fields
(Boston)
.
to our spiritual lives.
Hard realists will
Memento mori: remempoint out about now
ber that you are going to die. As scripture puts it,
that such hope flies in the face of a tragic world,
"teach us to number our days" (Psalm 90:12).
and that we must suspend our belief to embrace
In another poem, Dickinson writes that death
such sentimental tales. Interestingly, neuroscience
is "as harmless as a bee, except to those who run"
now indicates that we are not suspending belief at
(LeMay 144). Dickens, however, is often more
all when we accept Scrooge's radical change: deep
interested in those who run. For them, death is
emotion over fictive characters, as opposed to real
deeply terrifying. This flight from the reality of
people, is not some different, learned behavior. It
death as universal is a key motif of the world of
turns out that our brains react as if these are real
A Christmas Carol. Scrooge succeeds in learning
people in real circumstances, as neuroscientist
by seeing his own very bad impending death, but
Jeffrey M. Zacks has recently shown in his book
he appears to have no agency in bringing about
Flicker: Your Brain on Movies. That's why we jump
any of the revelations he receives. The visits of
when the villain suddenly appears behind a door
the spirits are sovereign experiences about which
or curtain in a horror film. The same parts of the
Scrooge has no choice. While St. Benedict invites
brain fire, as if it were a real murderer. And when
us to think daily about our own impending deaths,
we cry during a film, our brains fire the same as if
Dickens assures us that many of us fail to do sowe were watching the misfortune of a real friend or
and in fact, dash speedily away from any deathly
family member.
confrontation, like picnickers running from a disCan we gain wisdom from fictional characters?
Returning to the motif of an "ars moriendi outlook"
turbed beehive.
Once confronted, however, Scrooge is utterly
for everyday life: what's the takeaway for rereading
transformed. Most readers probably want to
A Christmas Carol? Readers (and viewers of the
believe that a hardened unbeliever like Scrooge
film versions) may miss the profound yet simple
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trinity of advice that Dickens presents through
what Scrooge has learned. First, Marley screams
at Scrooge, "Mankind was my business. The common welfare was my business" (49). Don't overlook
our common lot, he begs Scrooge, who later will
become like an uncle to the ailing Tiny Tim.

This may be the hidden gem of
the trinity of moral lessons in
A Christmas Carol: laugh like a

merry schoolboy, and don't fall
out of practice.
Second: we must live all day, every day, with
an invigorated sense of time. Recall that the three
ghosts represent the three aspects of time. Scrooge
proclaims, "I will honour Christmas in my heart,
and try to keep it all year. I will live in the Past,
the Present, and the Future. The Spirits of all
Three shall strive within me" (110). Note the capitalization: an emphasis that signals the keystone
importance of these spirits and what they represent. As on the Sabbath, we are to look back at the
week, embrace the present moment of God's presence, and look forward. Christmas thus becomes
not an annual festival but a daily, life-giving attitude combining retrospection, contemplation,
and hope for the future.
Third: one must laugh. Scrooge, who never
laughs before his experience, suddenly becomes
"as light as a feather, as happy as an angel, I am as
merry as a school-boy. I am as giddy as a drunken
man" ( 111). As in Proverbs 17:22, laughter is a good
medicine. The narrator chimes in: "for a man who
had been out of practice for so many years, it was a
splendid laugh, a most illustrious laugh" (112).
Though it may seem like just a funny line, I
corroborate the idea of practice here. Use it or lose
it: keep laughing, or any of us may fall out of practice. And just how good a laugher are you, dear
reader? Do you try to laugh long and hard every
single day, as if it were Christmas? Are you still
able to become "as merry as a school-boy.. . . as
giddy as a drunken man"?
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Personally, I practice laughing every daypossibly to the annoyance of some colleagues and
friends. This may be the hidden gem of the trinity
of moral lessons in A Christmas Carol: laugh like
a merry schoolboy, and don't fall out of practice.
Meanwhile: cry, too. Crying at the movies,
like laughing, is a sign of emotional health: both
acts remind me that my brain is functioning in
an emotionally healthy way. The crying signals
my continuing commerce with those vagabonds
named Ignorance and Want. And weeping, like
laughing, also requires practice. We can even weep
for joy, seeing Tiny Tim hoisted onto Scrooge's
shoulders. Think of the remarkable conjoining of
terms in that phrase: weeping for joy. It sounds
otherworldly-and it is, in fact.
So beware, lest we fall out of practice of either
laughing or weeping. One of the genius accomplishments of well-balanced narratives like A
Christmas Carol is that they allow us to practice
both modes of expression. It turns out that we
need all the practice we can get. •?-

Harold K. Bush is professor of English at
Saint Louis University.
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MARY EXPLAINS ANNUNCIATION
I was a child then, but not young enough
to remember angels.
The light of it opened and closed
like folds in smith's bellows! thought bellow-wing and almost laughed.
And the voice-not-voice hammered.
I heard it in my breastbone, thud-ringing
every direction.
I was woman enough not to believe "Fear not!"
It brought fear. It told me I could take a word inside myself and
make it flesh.
Halfway through my own word, I could
already feel the stones breaking themselves on my bones,
blood in my hair, rocks pawingthe first things to rub against my flesh since
my mother's hands. But
I am from a line of women who danced
with timbrels and swords for their god,
men who built and killed for their god,
and, even as a small girl, I wanted to be a psalm.

Devon Miller-Duggan
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Last Rites
Martin Scorsese's The Irishman
Charles T. Andrews

W

HILE PUZZLING OVER THE CONFLICT-

ing duties of the Catholic novelist,
Flannery O'Connor observed that
writers who are equally committed to faith and
to art "may feel some friction" between honestly
portraying ugly realities and desiring to shape the
world toward goodness. "Just how;' O'Connor asks
in her celebrated collection Mystery and Manners,
"can the novelist be true to time and eternity
both, to what he sees and what he believes, to the
relative and the absolute? And how can he do all
this and be true at the same time to the art of the
novel, which demands the illusion of life?" As
an example of the kinds of worldly ugliness she
means, she refers to "fallen man perverted by false
philosophies" and wonders whether faithfulness
to artistic portrayal conflicts with faithfulness to
Christian witness. Lurking in O'Connor's questions here is the longstanding problem about
whether depiction amounts to endorsement. Is
the detailed, thoughtful creation of a vicious character a potential license for vice?
This moral and aesthetic problem has animated the work of Martin Scorsese from his
earliest days as a filmmaker-a career that began
when O'Connor wrote her essays on Catholic literature in the mid-1960s and continues today in full
force. The Irishman, Scorsese's most recent feature
film which appeared on Netflix after a brief theatrical run, is a masterful exploration of an unsavory
and unlikable person. Like many of Scorsese's
films, from as far back as his first feature, Whos
That Knocking at My Door (1967), The Irishman
offers very little judgement on its despicable central character-the real life mafia hitman Frank
Sheeran (Robert De Niro). Instead, the film considers the shape and breadth of a criminal life that
stretches into advanced old age, an unusual fate for
underworld figures whose fast money and violent
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deaths are typical of the gangster genre. There is
much to admire about the way that Scorsese as an
older man has leveraged his prestige and the fortunes of a dominant streaming service to create an
expensive epic about aging. Not only does the film
tackle a subject that is rare for big budget cinema,
it also serves as a career retrospective for Scorsese
and a reconsideration of several of his favorite
themes-including his fascination with despicable
men. The Irishman extends his longstanding interest in American organized crime and meditates on
his prior work with fresh though wizened eyes.

G

ANGSTER

SAGAS

HAVE

LONG

BEEN

viewed as Scorsese's signature genre,
from the semi-autobiographical smalltime hoods of Mean Streets (1973) to the mafia
epics Goodfellas (1990) and Casino (1995). But
alongside his studies of Italian-American mobsters and avaricious entrepreneurs in films such
as The Aviator (2004) and The Wolf of Wall Street
(2013), Scorsese has been profoundly invested
in religious cinema. Works such as The Last
Temptation of Christ (1988), Kundun (1997), and
Silence (2016) are not simplistically pious; they
thoughtfully investigate the challenges and costs
of living with faith and grappling with doubt.
Though The Irishman obviously shares its DNA
with Scorsese's gangster sagas-down to the casting which reunites his company players including
Harvey Keitel, Joe Pesci, and Robert De Niro-the
film is surprisingly meditative about Christian
faith. Scorsese is not a Catholic Filmmaker in the
way that O'Connor was a Catholic Writer, but
his upbringing in the church remains a source of
fascination and provocation. The Irishman, in its
encyclopedic survey of Scorsese's most cherished
themes, integrates violent, criminal excess with a
powerful reflection on sacraments.

Ray Romano, AI Pacino, and Robert De Niro in a scene from The Irishman.

Based on Charles Brandt's splashily titled
book I Heard You Paint Houses: Frank "The Irishman" Sheeran & Closing the Case on Jimmy Hoffa,
Scorsese's film uses an interleaving narrative
structure to span fifty years in the life of a taciturn
hitman who, by his own admission, was integral
to the Bufalino crime family, the Teamster's union,
and the mysterious disappearance of Hoffa. That
title phrase-"! heard you paint houses"-was,
according to Sheeran, the first words spoken to
him by Hoffa, a slangily encoded offer for Frank to
join Jimmy as his enforcer, "painting houses" with
other men's blood. The film's outer frame focuses
on Frank alone and wheelchair-bound in a nursing
home, speaking in direct address to the camera in
an echo of Brandt's many years recording his story.
Within this frame is a lengthy depiction of Frank's
road trip with Russell Bufalino, Frank's boss and
mentor, played with extraordinary verve, allure,
and reptilian menace by Joe Pesci. Their road trip
is taken with their wives and is full of thoughtfully
observed images of the mundane as Russell naps,
Frank fiddles with the car, and the women stop for
cigarette breaks. The purpose of the trip, we eventually learn, is to instigate the demise of Jimmy
Hoffa, played by a well-cast Al Pacino channeling

the agitated, full-throated, gale-force blustering he
has tended toward in his later years.
Throughout the film, there are several flashbacks to pivotal moments in Frank's life-during
his wartime service, his marriage, his stern and
distant parenting, and his many violent murders-but the heart of the story is the pair of
relationships between three men: Frank with
Jimmy and Frank with Russell. Over several
decades, Frank tries to navigate his friendship
with both men, men he admires and who respect
him. But Pacino's Jimmy is a welter of hubris and
self-destruction on a collision course with Russell
and the mob. Jimmy fights to retain his grip on
the union despite Frank's repeated efforts to subdue him and broker peace between Jimmy and the
crime bosses. Jimmy protests that he is untouchable, too big to be muscled or killed, and Russell
hisses to Frank: "We whacked a President. Do you
think we wouldn't whack a president of a union?"
What Russell ultimately requires Frank to do
with Jimmy is a crucial turning point of the film
and the single most important touchstone for
Frank's regret. Many critics have challenged the
veracity of Frank Sheeran's account of his role in
Jimmy Hoffa's "last ride;' but Scorsese has stated
Advent-Christmas 2019
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Jesse Plemons, Ray Romano, Robert
De Niro, Kelley Rae O ' Donnell, and
AI Pacino in The Irishman .

that historical accuracy was never his goal. The
Irishman is not, primarily, a conclusive solution
to one of the twentieth century's great unsolved
mysteries. Rather, its vital essence comprises
those themes of friendship, betrayal, and regret
stretched across purgatorial time.

Frank's advanced age might seem
like a success, outliving all his
rivals, but it functions instead as
punishment, living past his prime
with little to hold onto but his sins.
That vtswn of purgatory which extends
through the film's final third is perhaps its most
masterful element. It is certainly its most surprising. Scorsese has in the past offered fleeting
glimpses of retired criminals in the final minutes of his epics. Henry Hill bemoans his boring
middle-class life in witness protection at the end
of Goodfellas, and Ace Rothstein yearns for the
halcyon days of mafia-run Vegas before its modern Disney-fication in Casino. But The Irishman
devotes nearly an hour to Frank's late years of
growing decrepitude and isolation. The style of
the film shifts from Scorsese's familiar cinematic
language of dazzling tracking shots, rock'n'roll
needle drops, and shocking violence into a style
more reminiscent of his religious meditationsslow, quiet, observant, and mournful. Scorsese
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has long championed the Italian neorealist films
of the 1940s that he saw as a child, works such as
Luchino Visconti's La Terra Trema (1948), which
lingers in the poverty and despair of a struggling
fishing village after the ravages of war.
The last act of The Irishman embraces that
neorealist style, lingering on Frank's increasingly
feeble body, distance from his family, and contemplation of his corrupt life. Without moralizing
or scorning Frank's condition, we are left to feel
his intense loneliness-loneliness that cannot be
bridged because Frank has spent so long building his own isolation. It is unusual for gangster
sagas to investigate their protagonist's dotage, in
part because violent criminal lives infrequently
ripen into old age. One of the stylistic flourishes
throughout The Irishman is a freeze frame and
title card that pops up whenever we are introduced to a new character, informing us of his
name, date of death, and method by which he was
killed. This device orients us to the vast secondary
cast, but it also insistently reminds us how soon
these criminal hotshots will be dead-and often
how prematurely and violently they died. Frank's
advanced age might seem like a success, outliving
all his rivals, but it functions instead as punishment, living past his prime with little to hold onto
but his sins.
It is also in this final act that Scorsese underscores the sacramental vision that had flowed as
an undercurrent in the narrative. Several times
throughout the film, Frank and Russell meet to
discuss business in a plush restaurant that functions as their headquarters, and their conversation

begins by tearing pieces of bread from a loaf, dipping them in wine, and eating. They do not remark
on this ritual of scheming plus intinction, but they
are clearly sharing a kind of Eucharist. Their ritual
echoes a similarly recurring image in Mean Streets
where Harvey Keitel's Charlie orders whiskey in a
bar and holds his fingers over the glass in imitation of receiving the communion chalice. While
in Mean Streets this ersatz Eucharist emphasizes
Charlie's pious upbringing and guilty conscience,
the meaning of the bread and wine in The Irishman
is more ambiguous. Frank and Russell are hardly
pious and never guilt-stricken. Frank especially
embodies a calm that borders on sociopathy. It
seems instead that Scorsese is showing us a ritual
that functions-mysteriously and accidentallyregardless of the participants' intentions.
The last time they share this rite, Russell and
Frank are in prison, and Russell is lost in dementia near the end of his life. They dip contraband
bread in prison-sanctioned grape juice, and
their conversation painfully touches on Jimmy's
demise. Their last interactions are confusing and
unfocused because of Russell's diminished faculties, but there is a rich and deep pathos in these
final moments together, sustained and hallowed
by their partaking of a sacrament that is unrecognized and unacknowledged. In spite of the evil
these men have done and the punishment they
deserve, there is a glimmer of holiness produced
by their sacramental ritual.

I

NTERWOVEN

THROUGH

THE

SCENES

OF

Frank's exploits are other key sacramental
moments in his life, such as the weddings of
his crime associates and baptism of his children.
But perhaps the most significant sacrament for
the film is confession. Very late in Frank's life he
is visited by a priest in the nursing home who
patiently invites Frank to give penance for his
sins. Frank seems to want this, or at least to want
something meaningful at the end of his life, but
he is unable to offer confession. The priest asks
if he feels sorry for all that he has done, for the
hurt he caused so many families. Frank shakes
his head, saying it's all "water under the dam:'
The priest then says that it is possible to be sorry
without feeling sorry, to see confession as an act

of the will. Frank joins him in a prayer for forgiveness while flipping through a stack of photographs
of the people in his life, including those closest to
him, the ones he had hurt most. He stutters his
way through a question to the priest: "what kind of
man makes a phone call like that?" -a reference to
the last fumbling conversation he had with Jimmy
Hoffa's wife following Hoffa's "disappearance:'
This broken question is as close as Frank comes to
admitting remorse or offering confession-unless,
of course, you consider the film's structure. Like
many Scorsese movies, The Irishman indulges in a

Interwoven through the scenes
of Frank's exploits are other key
sacramental moments in his life,
such as the weddings of his crime
associates and baptisms of his
children. But perhaps the most
significant sacrament for the
film is confession.
great deal of voiceover, emphasizing the subjective
nature of the images rather than objective, documentary history. That the film is Frank's point of
view and in Frank's words means that it is his act of
confession, and we are his confessors. We are not
required to excuse Frank or pardon him. Indeed,
we may recoil from his vile acts. But by listening
to and watching him, we are witnesses to Scorsese's
effort at conveying "time and eternity both;' as
O'Connor put it. Eternity breaks into the long passage of time through physical signs-the bread and
wine and listening ear-signs of grace more mysterious and wondrous for being so undeserved. We
must hope that The Irishman is not Scorsese's final
film, but as a culminating statement, it functions
extraordinarily well as his last rites. 1

Charles T. Andrews is professor of English at
Whitworth University.
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LOVE POEM XLIV: BLAZE
Give me this mountain because I have walked up and
Down it my entire life and still lose my way. Give me
The snow moon of February and maybe I won 't lose it
In the gray clouds. Give me an organ recital with all the
Stops open and maybe I will escape in some wild
Dance where I am flashing my knives and tossing my
Hair and lifting my thighs and breathing through my
Eyes and dreaming of a banquet where my true
Neighbors will rise incorruptible not from the darkness
Of the deep or tombs but from the ashes that still hold
an ember and could ignite a divine blaze.

Tim Gavin
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A Heavy Heart: Marjorie Maddox's

Transplant, Transport, Transubstantation
Janet McCann

poetry that verges on scientific observation that
with the question of how a person of faith
is so deeply religious. Her physical metaphysics
can live in this world, with its inevitable
recalls that of the seventeenth-century masters,
John Donne, Henry Vaughan, George Herbert,
losses and pain. What gives us the ability to survive? It is hard to imagine how to assimilate into
even Richard Crashaw. Sometimes the body and
soul are so deeply embedded in each other that
faith such an event as a father's death after a failed
they cannot be divided.
heart transplant. But Marjorie
Maddox writes mostly in
Maddox does it. These poems
free verse, with a few excurdo not avoid questions or flee
into conventional responses.
sions. Its main subject is the
father's heart transplant operThey use powerful, complex
ation and subsequent death,
metaphors and symbols to
but the poems ask in varishow us a world where despite
all, God is love, and love gives
ous ways, "What is the body?
Transplant,
us the courage to endure and
What
are its parts? What does
Transport
even to triumph.
the body mean, especially to
Transubstantiation
Maddox, a professor of
those who do not think of the
English and creative writing at
body as all there is?"
Lock Haven University, is the
The book is divided into
author of eleven collections of
five numbered segments, each
poetry and a short story collechaving its own unity. Part I
tion. Her poems have appeared
is about the heart transplant
in most of the best-known
and subsequent death. The
journals and have received
poems are image-rich and
numerous awards. Transplant,
flowing, taking the reader into
Wipf & Stock, 2018
112 pages
Transport, Transubstantiation
the poet's loss. All the details
$14.00
was a runner-up for the
of hospital, donor, doctors,
Brittingham and Felix Pollak
machines, mingle with the
Prizes, and a finalist or semifinalist in thirty
interior life of the speaker. An especially memonational competitions.
rable poem is "Burying Our Heart;' in which
Good Catholic poetry shares the sacramennuances are piled on each other in a lament that
tal vision-that place where the earthly and the
nevertheless stops short of despair. It comments,
spiritual intersect, where some small observa"The soul is the land/ liquid in the lines of veins.
tion suddenly wrenches the vision and presents
that stripe the inner atlas:' The poem concludes:
the world from a spiritual perspective. Such
epiphanies are frequent in Maddox's poems. Even
0 homeland of sadness,
the title carries such associations: Transplant,
these dusty bones that could not save.
Transport, Transubstantiation. I have not seen
I have held in my clay hands,
spiritual poetry that is so definitely physical, or
the fine grains of this blood,
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bold in my muddy palms;
I have held in my earthen arms
the jagged pot of his pain,
brimming and bitter.
I have waited
for that open mouth
of the world
to lay him down.
Part II provides an original slant on marriage
with a sequence of poems looking at marriage
through the lens of each sacrament, making every
sacrament (including ordination) a comment on
the elements of marriage. Other poems in this
section provide glimpses of relationship and life
as a part of family. Part III is a startling series of
body parts, very physical poems that are nonetheless not limited to the physical. Lots of wry humor
appears in this section, which is filled with images
that astonish the reader by their merging of the
body and the world:

The Epiglottis
is stuck in autumn,
a lone, yellowed leaf almost lifting
into wind, hovering
on the larynx ledge,
in the throat's draft, ever in the shade
of your talking tongue.
The next section, IV, holds some of the most
deeply religious work, grounded in faith and
renewing the vitality of the church's structure and
practices. "The Sacrament of Penance" describes
the stages of Penance: the first part, "Absolution;'
describing the sacrament, and the second part,
"Repentance;' describing the stages of contrition,
confession, and amendment. Other poems in
this section are equally powerful and uncompromising. "The Sacred Heart of Jesus" is a George
Herbert-like concrete poem which fits the content
perfectly into the heart shape.
Part V pulls all the thoughts and themes
together. It begins by returning to the tragedy of
the failed heart transplant, and then turns to all
we know of faith, love, and loss. However physical
we are, we are not completely physical. There is
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always a transcendence, which exists in our inheritance and in our own spiritual dimension.
One ofthe last works of the collection, a simple, direct poem, expresses this realization:

My Mother Gives Me a Tape of My Father's
Dance Band
My dead father plays boogie-woogie
throughout the house. Even in the back
yard, emptying the garbage, I hear his hands,
sixteen and agile, thumping, plinking, and
do-wopping
along the thin tape that whirrs in its recorder.
What years
wind up in that casing, in the canal of my ear,
in the curving aorta
pumping out his beat in my veins, in this
aging staff of a body.
At sixty he still loved
his songs and stretched a broken pinkie to hit
the notes.
My hands only snap and tap,
the bones bumping up against age. Still,
underneath flesh I know
something's jumping. Joy cracks
his rhythm in notes too strong to stay
in the grave, to staccato to listen
to sounds of good-daying
in the bass of a previous page,
two-stepping still, though long
long since played.
There are not many elegies so haunting and
yet joyous. This poetry is powerful. It is one of
the few collections that will trail lines and images
across future readings and even life experiences. ·~

Janet McCann has published poetry in
Kansas Quarterly, Parnassus, Nimrod,
Sou'wester, New York Quarterly, Tendril,
and other journals. She is the author of The
Celestial Possible: Wallace Stevens Revisited
and The Crone at the Casino (2013, Lamar
University Press). She has taught at Texas
A&M University since 1969.
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Limiting Factors
Paul Scherz's Science and Christian Ethics
Tim Grennan

biology at the University of California, Berkeley,
lenges distinct from their predecessors.
Scherz earned a Ph.D. in genetics from Harvard
While not new, these challenges have intenUniversity and conducted postdoctoral research
in the genetics of embryonic development at
sified because of market forces and professional
expectations. Paul Scherz's monograph, Science
the University of California, San Francisco.
Mid -career, Scherz turned to academic theoland Christian Ethics, explores the moral formation
of scientists in the current milieu of 1) scientist
ogy, earning his doctorate in moral theology at
as entrepreneur; 2) lack of
the University of Notre Dame
true innovation in scientific
prior to joining the faculty at
research; 3) problems of reproCUA.
ducibility in science; and 4)
Scherz hypothesizes that
increasing problems of burn"questions of moral formation
out in scientific researchers.
require the examination of
This monograph is part of
how one comes to see and to
the New Studies in Christian
understand the world and how
Ethics series from Cambridge
this understanding shapes
University Press. In the prefhow one engages the world ....
ace to the current volume, the
Conflicts may arise because
series editor lists two aims for
of the differences in the relathe series: first, "To promote
tionship between truth and
monographs in Christian ethsubjectivity in alternative ways
of knowing" (3). The crises in
ics that engage centrally with
the present secular moral
contemporary science that he
debate at the highest possible
addresses include fraud, lack
intellectual level;" and second,
of reproducibility, the slowing
Cambridge University Press, 2019
240
pages
"To encourage contributors
of true scientific innovation,
$99.99
to demonstrate that Christian
and the disillusionment and
ethics can make a distinctive
loss of career opportunities for
contribution to this debate-either in moral submany young investigators. Beginning in the latstance or in terms of underlying justifications"
ter half of the twentieth century, shifts in policy,
(ix). Science and Christian Ethics accomplishes
law, and cultural norms, along with a reductionthese aims. The tightly written text includes copiist view of the world, have caused scientists to
ous footnotes and a 372-entry bibliography, giving
become entrepreneurs and raised concerns about
the reader ample opportunity to further explore
the validity and reproducibility of the scientific
topics addressed in his book.
literature, about innovation, and about career
As an associate professor of moral theology
development. These shifts have led to a moral criat The Catholic University of America, Scherz is
sis for scientists.
eminently qualified to address both science and
Scherz lays out two approaches in conethics. After studying molecular and cellular
temporary philosophy and social theory, the
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Aristotelian model and the Stoic model, to
address the moral issues facing scientists. Using
the work of Alasdair Macintyre as the main proponent of the Aristotelian model, Scherz explores
moral formation of the scientist through virtue
ethics with training leading to conscious choice
of virtuous rather than vicious actions. The Stoic
model, on the other hand, is best exemplified by
the work of the late French philosopher Michel
Foucault. Stoicism emphasizes that one must
continually shape one's perception of the world,
drawing on meditative and ascetic techniques in
the long process of continuing conversion away
from unreflective practices.

Scherz argues that the crisis in
science is insidious, that the very
practice of scientific research is
broken and that dangers arise
from the current structure of
science.
Perhaps the most important aspect of
Scherz's argument is the crisis in science. Scherz
argues that the crisis is insidious, that the very
practice of scientific research is broken and that
dangers arise from the current structure of science. The problems he addresses erode the very
foundations of the scientific enterprise.
A key element in the structure of scientific
research is trust. Scherz, however, enumerates
several cases of fraud-primarily in biological
and medical research-that have come to light
and so undermined the critical element of trust
that exists among researchers. A lack of resources,
effects on career development, and lack of openness with regards to methodology contribute to
lack of reproducibility of published research. The
requirements that drug companies, for example,
impose on researchers (such as maintaining
final approval of research prior to publishing,
unwillingness to publish negative findings, ability to withhold research grants, and avoiding
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true equipoise in clinical trials) has a draconian
effect on the relationship that young investigators have with such funding entities. Fraud, lack
of reproducibility, and legal constraints threaten
the existence of the scientific enterprise.
Interestingly, there is even a lack of true
innovation in research. Focusing mainly on the
biomedical fields, Scherz explains that every
few years there is a "breakthrough" that promises to revolutionize health care-gene therapy,
genomics, and regenerative medicine are recent
examples-and which shifts government funding
and draws journalistic interest. Unfortunately,
however, most of these "breakthroughs" have
failed to translate into meaningful improvements
in health care. These fads have actually harmed
the scientific enterprise and slowed true innovation over the last quarter century.
A broader, long term concern that Scherz
elucidates is the deleterious effects on the career
development of a scientist. Given the lengthy
training (often over a dozen years) of a researcher
and the tenuous funding process and challenges of
reaching tenure, many promising young researchers simply find the career path too stressful and
seek out other professions.
An overarching concern related to the above
issues is the concept of scientist as entrepreneur.
Scherz argues that the new ideal in science, the
entrepreneurial ideal, is the common root of
the problems just listed. The shift to entrepreneurialism has led to competition rather than
collaboration, "bibliometrics" (publication becomes a "winner take all") and secrecy rather
than openness and collegiality. There is a lot of
money to be made by entrepreneurial scientists.
In an attempt to address these concerns,
Scherz focuses on changing the individual rather
than changing the scientific enterprise. "The argument presented ... suggests that contemporary
moral problems can be solved only if individuals'
lives take a different form ... People must cease to
engage the world as material for use or sale, acting as agents of manipulation and competition,
and instead undergo a different kind of moral
formation" (113). He spends considerable time
elaborating concepts as articulated by Macintyre
and Foucault:

In Macintyre and those he has influenced, change can come only through
engagement in alternative forms of social
practice like craft, while in Foucault. .. the
individual must also undertake conscious
work on his self.
Macintyre argues that a change in political structures must come before ethical
transformation because one becomes virtuous by living within a small community
devoted to virtuous practice, a model
that largely derives from Aristotle's argument that virtue arises from habituation
in a well-structured polis. In contrast,
Foucault see personal transformation as
both necessary for and partly constitutive of political transformation. Drawing
on Stoicism, Foucault argues that ethical
transformation occurs through the subject's work on the self, work that consists
of practices of the self, including meditative and ascetic techniques (113).
In his final chapter, Scherz summarizes:
The social theories discussed in this book
offer a diagnosis of how contemporary
practices like those in science deform
knowledge of self, ways of seeing, dispositions, and actions. They show the
mechanisms through which individuals,
especially contemporary scientists, are
problematically formed in reductionist
and market-based ways of approaching
the world. The central impetus of this
book, echoed by many other commentators, is to change this system of practice.

The problem lies not only in the structures, though. The real problem is
primarily the ideal that motivates many
of these structures, the ideal of entrepreneurial science. It is an ideal that
distracts one from the pursuit of truth
to the pursuit of profit, taking advantage
of the instrumentalist stance toward the
world imbued by the daily practice of
laboratory research (200).

"The social theories discussed in
this book offer a diagnosis of
how contemporary practices
like those in science deform
knowledge of self, ways of seeing,
dispositions, and actions:'
The challenge that Scherz undertakes in
Science and Christian Ethics is continuing the
dialogue between science and ethics. This is not
an easy undertaking as each specialty has its own
adherents, language, and culture. But Scherz does
an admirable job, and, given the references and
bibliography, readers have a wealth of material
to explore what the author has so carefully documented in this monograph. ·~

Tim Grennan is professor of internal medicine at California Northstate University
College of Medicine.
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PAST PARTICIPLE
This year, I had three grandmothers
die, which is not sad,
because, with baking lasagna
and crocheting night-time hats
for children I don't have, it's
what grandmas do.
More, of course, than those few
took their leaves, flew off,
sailed on reed skiffs to Karavee
if they were Modernists, like one
was, or went to wherever laughing
lapsed Catholics go, who shuffle
about the kitchen at night
looking for cold chicken.
One can be forgiven then, or I
can, which is to say, you will,
if everything recently looks to me
a premonition, essay on mortality:
a) old woman opens cold
into the coffee store
b) couples step into the street
trusting traffic to stop
c) a raven crashes into its shadow
sure, but
d) a pigeon?
e) two kids holding the warmth of
their half-wrapped burritos
but that's a bit of a stretch;
f) the stretch
g) this mess

Mischa Willett
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What the "Hell" in th e Apostles' Creed?
George C. Heider

"HE

DESCENDED INTO HELL": so RAN THE
clause in the version of the Apostles'
Creed that I learned to confess as a child.
Since the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
published its Evangelical Lutheran Worship hymnal in 2006, the same clause has appeared as "he
descended to the dead:' 1 A little research reveals
what appears to be a perfectly reasonable explanation. What we know as the Apostles' Creed was a
product of the Western Church, first appearing in
its present form in the eighth century. However,
its roots go back to an Old Roman Creed dating
to the third century (Kolb/Wengert, 19-20). What
the creed says is important, as it has become the
default baptismal creed used in the West for well
over a millennium.
The tricky part is that the clause at hand does
not appear in the Old Roman Creed. Somewhere
along the way (the first attestation is in the fourth
century), three words were added after "[he] was
crucified, died, and was buried": descend it ad
inferna. Or is it inferos? Both are attested. The
former comes out in English as "he descended
into hell," while the latter is the source of "he
descended to the dead" (Kelly, 378). So which
is it?
The massive literature on this question need
not detain us here. In sum, the rendering "hell" is
beset by all manner of complications, beginning
with whether the intent is to say that, as part of his
sacrifice in our stead, Jesus Christ suffered all the
torments that human sin has earned (so Calvin)
or to affirm that even before his resurrection, Jesus
bearded the Satanic lion in his own den, either to
rescue the Old Testament saints who had been
awaiting him in faith (the so-called "harrowing
of hell" in Dante's "Inferno" and much Western
medieval art) or more generally proclaimed his
victory to the denizens of the underworld (an

understanding growing largely out of 1 Pet 3:19).
That is to say, is the descent into hell the final act of
Christ's humiliation or the first act of his exaltation
(using the narrative of Phil 2:5-11 as a pattern)?
I was taught the latter view in confirmation
class half a century ago. This is in keeping with
long-established Lutheran teaching. The Formula
of Concord basically punts on the specifics of the
issue beyond that: the Epitome simply affirms that
Jesus descended into hell "and destroyed hell for
all believers and ... redeemed them" (FC Ep. IX),
while the Solid Declaration's corresponding article
is-uniquely-shorter than that of the Epitome.
Given both the confusion and the speculative
nature of so much of what has been written on the
topic, it is no surprise to me that liturgics scholars
have opted for "he descended to the dead:'
But maybe we shouldn't settle on that option
so quickly. In a recent article, Rodney Howsare
argues extensively for a "tertium quid" between
the "harrowing of hell" in patristic and medieval
imagination and the "more modern 'there's-nothing-to-see-here' approach:' Indeed, he opines
with respect to the recent preference for "dead":
"it [the credal clause in question] can also not be
reduced to the seemingly banal observation that
Christ really did die" (Howsare, 257) . Rather,
he reaches to Hans Urs von Balthasar, whom he
terms "the theologian of the Descent into Hell"
(italics original), augmented by Karl Barth and
JosefRatzinger, to offer specific, constructive proposals on many of the issues summarized above
(and more besides).
I leave it to the reader to pursue Howsare's
learned argument further, even as I acknowledge
the stimulus of his work for my own thinking. But
he writes as a historical and systematic theologian.
I am an exegete. What I would like to offer here
are reflections on two specific New Testament
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passages that I believe bear on the question of
the appropriate understanding of the "descensus"
clause of the Apostles' Creed.
The first grows from reflection on exactly what
it is that the New Testament means by "hell:' The
New Testament regularly uses imagery suggesting
fire and great suffering, above all in Revelation (see
Rev 20:14-15). Such images may well grow out of
the application to hell of the Greco-Aramaic term
"Gehenna;' itself derived from the Hebrew ge ben
Hinnom, the Valley of the Son of Hinnom south of
Jerusalem, where, according to the Old Testament
(e.g., Jer 7:31-32), the infamous and fiery cult of
child sacrifice to the netherworld deity Molek had
been enacted in pre-exilic times (Heider, 897). The
core understanding of hell in the New Testament,
however, appears to be · that of separation, as in
Jesus's repeated references to "outer darkness;' that
is, apartness from light and life, and the parable of
the Rich Man and Lazarus in Luke 16:26, wherein
Father Abraham speaks of an unbreachable chasm
between the rich man in his suffering and Lazarus
in Abraham's bosom.

For all our sakes, Jesus chose to
know the utter separation from
God that is otherwise knowable
only by a choice to refuse God's
grace so persistent that finally
God accedes. Jesus's choice is
redemptive, perhaps to the point
that, as Karl Barth mused, there
may be a hell, but it is empty.
Such an understanding illuminates Mark's
intention in quoting but one line by Jesus while
on the cross: "My God, my God, why have you
forsaken me?" (Mark 15:34//Matt 27:46, quoting Ps 22:1) . My beloved college and seminary
professor Francis "Rev" Rossow used to refer to
this passage as expressive of what he termed the
"literal gospel;' that while on the cross Jesus had
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suffered hell in the literal sense of utter separation
from God the Father. This understanding appeals
to me, as it moves away from a spatial understanding of hell to an experiential one (which seems
far more in keeping with what the Bible considers most dreadful about hell). For all our sakes,
Jesus chose to know the utter separation from
God that is otherwise knowable only by a choice
to refuse God's grace so persistent that finally God
accedes. Jesus's choice is redemptive, perhaps to
the point that, as Karl Barth mused, there may be
a hell, but it is empty. But with that we reenter the
world of the systematician. For my purposes, it is
enough to observe that, with respect to the credal
"he descended into hell;' one plausible exegetical
explanation is that Jesus did so in the darkness
from noon to 3 p.m. on Good Friday.
My second exegetical observation cuts in a
very different direction. Right after Peter's famous
confession to Jesus, "You are the Messiah;' both
Matthew and Mark inform us that Jesus went on
to spell out the consequences, including Jesus's
own suffering and death (and subsequent resurrection). Peter rejects this path as simply
wrongheaded, to which Jesus famously replies:
"Get behind me, Satan! [You are a stumbling block
to me. (Matthew only)] For you are setting your
mind not on divine things but on human things"
(Matt 16:23//Mark 8:33 NRSV).
The usual understanding of Jesus's words
is along the lines of "Be gone" or "Get lost;' and
this interpretation is supported by the standard
lexicon of New Testament Greek (Danker, 1028).
Therefore, I offer an alternative reading with some
trepidation. Still, the lexicon allows that "the
boundary between go away and go (elsewhere) is
not fixed;' and, in fact, the more common meaning, found also in modern Greek, is simply "go:' To
be sure, Jesus is speaking to Peter under the figure
of "Satan;' but the question remains for me: is it
possible that an alternative way of understanding
Jesus here is "Get (or Go) behind me, Satan" in the
sense of "Get out of the way and get with the program;' or less colloquially stated, "Follow me"? If
so, are Jesus's words really limited solely to Peter?
If there is merit to this alternative, we are
drawing very close to the argument of Gregory
of Nyssa, who, "essentially unique among all

Christian authors regarded as orthodox" held that
"Christ freed humanity from evil, and healed the
very author of evil himself" (Kotsko, 285-286). The
alternative reading that I am suggesting does not
go so far as Gregory: it does not support a sure and
certain redemption of Satan. But it does suggest
that perhaps Jesus had not given up even on the
Evil One himself. If this is so, then the proclamation of the victorious Christ to those in prison as
envisioned in 1 Peter might have had wider scope
than even the most inclusive interpretations offered
heretofore (with the one notable exception cited).

I

AM NOT SUGGESTING THAT JESUS IS SIMPLY RE-

calling Peter (and perhaps Satan himself) to
discipleship. The verb used in the call of the
disciples is akoloutheo (source of our "acolyte"),
whereas here Jesus employs hupago. What is happening here is something of far greater moment,
even sublime irony: Jesus is calling Peter (and
perhaps Satan himself) to accompany him all the
way to the cross (cf. John 21:18-19) and thereby to
hell itself (if my reading of the "cry of dereliction"
above is correct). Hell will be incapable of keeping any of them out: Jesus had just promised Peter
that the "gates of hell" would not hold against his
followers (Matt 16:18). Death remains the monster depicted in Ugaritic literature with one lip in
heaven and one on earth, ready to swallow gods
and humans alike. But it will be in that moment,
when Jesus reaches the depths of hell, that hell and
death will lose their sting forever (to quote St. Paul
quoting the prophet Hosea). If this reading is correct, at this moment the various potential senses of
the descent into hell reach union. 2 Nadir becomes
apex, and humiliation becomes exaltation.
As Howsare's essay demonstrates at length,
many before me have suggested what amounts to
a "double descent" on Jesus's part. However, prior
theologians have largely identified the first with
Christ's incarnation in human flesh and the second with the triumph of Christ in hell.
Maybe it's simpler than that, albeit harder to
fathom. What if, in fact, there was but one descensus, one in which Jesus descended into the hell of
utter apartness from his Father, but by whii::h he
wrought the end of alienation of God from anyone-perhaps even the most alienated-from his

presence. By such an interpretation, Jesus would
be inviting Peter (and maybe even Satan) to join
him in "hell;' only for them to find, along with
all the denizens of utter alienation fro m God,

It will be in that moment,

when Jesus reaches the depths
of hell, that hell and death will
lose their sting forever.
that God had never, ever given up on them. "He
descended into hell" would thereby be understood
both as the Son's ultimate abandonment by God
the Father and his ultimate act of redemption.
Paradoxical? To be sure, but surely no more
so than the notion that the almighty, infinite God
became truly human in order to reconcile creation with the Creator. And what could be more
Lutheran than to assert that the only road to glory
runs through the cross and even hell? ~

George C. Heider is a senior research professor of theology at Valparaiso University. He
dedicates this column to the honored memory of his first department chair at Valparaiso
University, David G. Truemper (t2004), who
reflected profoundly on the theology of
Christ's descent.
Endnotes
The ELWs Leaders Desk Edition does have a footnote,
"Or, 'he descended into hell; another translation of this
text in wide use;' but it is not in the main hymnal. The
Lutheran Book of Worship (LBW), published jointly by
the three major American Lutheran church bodies in
1978, had "he descended into hell" in the main text of
its liturgies, but with a footnote, "Or, he descended to
the dead." The LCMS has retained "he descended into
1

hell" without notation in both Lutheran Worship (1982)
and the Lutheran Service Book (2006).
2

This notion came to me in dialogue with my colleague
Frederick A. Niedner, who fondly recalls extensive conversations with Professor Truemper on the topic.
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THE THEATRE
The flutter of blinds signals like a curtain call
that my morning's performance has begun:
the toddler son of Chinese graduate students
dashing toward an apartment's slider-window
to watch me power-wash their weather-worn rear porch.

II

!I
I

II
I

IIII

Since I first fired the hypnotic whur of my tool's engine
he's been waiting for me, allured with wonderment
as he stands in his favorite T-Rex T-shirt
and no pants, exposing his human condition
like the souls of those who listen to thespians,
and though his diapered sister soon crawls off
he keeps his eyes transfixed on my movements,
studying how my sprayer scrubs away
the filth caked on that once well-crafted woodgrain
to reveal its beauty concealed by grime

I

I
I

i

while I pretend to act unaware of his gaze.
The artifice of the windowpane or the stage,
like this poem, permits the mind to reflect
on what visions quicken and deaden the pulse,
so as my nozzle shapes circles and crosses in the dirt

I

to elicit smiles from my audience,
this child begins to imagine new worlds are possiblewhy, when I click off my machine, he cries NO ... No ... no ...

II

Nathaniel A. Schmidt
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public affairs

Charlemagne's Chair
Charlotte F. Otten

I

N THESE DAYS WHEN INTERNATIONAL RELA-

tions totter on the brink of suspicion and
mistrust, I recall an incident from nearly sixty
years ago in Aachen, Germany, when a mysterious
peace captured my heart-and the hearts of two
men who had fought on opposite sides in World
War II.
In 1960, my husband and I and our two young
sons were living in the Netherlands, where my
husband was a Fulbright senior research scholar
in Early Christian Studies at the University of
Nijmegen. He had been in Europe fifteen years
earlier as a U.S. Army serviceman during World
War II, and he had
participated in the
inevitable damage of
war. He particularly
remembered driving
over the scattered,
broken
pieces
of
church towers that
had been turned to
rubble, and seeing the
fragments of church
windows in the ruins.
As
American
forces battled their
way into Germany in Aachen Cathedral
1944, Nazi forces held
tenaciously to the western border city of Aachen. It
took American bomber pilots and ground troops
nearly three weeks of relentless fire to wrench
Aachen out of the hands of the Germans, causing
great devastation to the city.
Through his work as a communication specialist for a colonel in the artillery, my husband
had heard that the Aachen Cathedral had survived
the battle, but that the cathedral looked more like
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a skeleton than a healthy building. He had also
heard that the Throne of Charlemagne-nicknamed Charlemagne's Chair-was still standing
in the cathedral. We couldn't believe it. So finally,
one spring day in 1960, we four Americans jumped
into our little Renault and drove from Nijmegen to
Aachen to find out.

T

HE CATHEDRAL ITSELF DATES BACK MORE

than eleven centuries. Charlemagne the
Great knew that in order to promulgate
Christianity in the newly unified Europe, he had
to build a meeting place where people could worship the true God.
He began building a
chapel in 796, which
was consecrated in
805. Over the centuries, to accommodate
the many Christian
pilgrims who would
visit,
Charlemagne's
chapel grew into the
large, beautiful Aachen
Cathedral with many
side chapels, a choir,
cupola, and steeple.
This sacred space has
endured the battering
and devastation of war and time.
My husband breathed a sigh of relief when he
pulled open the doors of the cathedral. The cathedral was still standing, and it was open to visitors.
That day in 1960, though, I remember that we
were the only visitors. We had the cathedral to
ourselves, and its riches were ours.
The octagonal shape of the center drew us in.
As my husband and I looked up at the ceiling and

g

Charlemagne's throne in the Aachen
Cathedral, where it has stood for
centuries.

the pillars and the windows, our sons were more
interested in what met them at eye level. They
were only seven and five years old, but they had
already seen cathedrals in France and the one in
Cologne, Germany-which, in their estimation,
surpassed all others. Once they had bounded
up the 533 steps to the Cologne Cathedral's bell
tower, they were greeted by the largest cathedral
bell in the world, St. Peter's Bell, which began to
ring while they were standing next to it. Naturally,
it caused them to put their fingers in their ears and
open their mouths in wonder.

I

N AACHEN, MY HUSBAND TOLD THEM TO LOOK

for Charlemagne's Chair in the cathedral. They
found it. They pulled us by the hands to see it,
which is how it came to be part of my life's story.
The throne, which served as the coronation
throne for thirty-one kings of Germany, stood
regally high. It rested on four stone pillars. Six marble steps led up to the throne, which was formed
from four marble plates held together with bronze
clamps, two side plates, and a back plate with an

image of the crucifixion. All of this was enclosed
and protected by an attractive fence, and was
guarded by a person our sons called "a nice man
we talked to:' He was a nice man, and, although his
English was minimal and our German was barely
adequate, we had the best "guard-talk" of our lives.
He was amazed that Americans had come to visit
Aachen Cathedral. He said he had no bad feelings
about the attacks on the cathedral, and we assured
him that we did not hold him responsible for the
war. Once we dispensed with those greetings, he
began telling us about the steps.
Probably the most accurate account, he told
us, was that Charlemagne had taken the marble from the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in
Jerusalem in the year 800. Another story, he said,
was that the steps were from Pilate's palace, which
Jesus climbed after being flogged.
As the guard told us more about the chair,
our sons interrupted him by asking, "Wasn't it
bombed?" The guard explained to them that it
was too heavy to be moved out of the cathedral,
so it was covered with tarpaper and buried in
Advent-Christmas 2019
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sand. When the war was over, the sand was carefully shoveled out, and the layers of tarpaper were
removed. The only war-wounds were some dark
yellow stains in the marble left over from the tarpaper.

Right then, the guard opened
the gate, took each boy by the
shoulder, and marched them up
the stairs. Before we could blink,
he lifted them up and put them on
the throne.
Our sons walked around it many times, looking longingly past the protective fence. Eventually
they stood still in front of the throne, gazing up
from the bottom of the stairs. Right then, the
guard opened the gate, took each boy by the
shoulder, and marched them up the stairs. Before
we could blink, he lifted them up and put them on
the throne. There they sat in the chair of the great
ruler, Charlemagne. I think he would have been
pleased to see two young pilgrims sitting there,

the throne being used as an instrument of reconciliation between two enemy soldiers all those
centuries in the future.
There is no official documentation of this
event. We didn't get a photo. It's off the record. It
remains in our hearts and in the hazy memories
of two grown men. But something else important happened in that moment: the deep-seated
animosity that my husband and I had felt toward
a country that had killed so many of my husband's fellow soldiers disappeared in the arms of
a German guard. It was in the cathedral where
ninth-century Europeans worshiped that we felt
the Peace of God reaching us from the past, wiping out all boundaries, and filling our hearts with
hope for the future. That was nearly sixty years
ago, but that peace has lingered, and memory has
brought new joy to Time's shadows. t

Charlotte F. Otten is the author of A Lycanthropy Reader: Werewolves in Western
Culture and English Women's Voices, 15401700. Her poems have appeared in the Yale
Journal for Humanities in Medicine, Agenda,
Poems from Aberystwyth, The Healing
Muse, and Southern Humanities Review.
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religion

Communing Lu lu
Jack Ledbetter

I

N SouTHERN CALIFORNIA's SPRAWLING SAN

Fernando Valley, churches appear and disappear like the people who started them,
worshipped in them, and then left them as the
Valley has grown and changed. Central Lutheran
Church (ELCA) is one such spot, a gloriously big,
beefy kind of building with rooms for whatever
you need or want. A phone call from its pastor,
Marsha Lewis, asking ifl would fill in for a Sunday,
took me there.
The Sunday I preached brought folks looking
for the gospel and/or the sandwiches, cookies, and
coffee after the service. The term "street people"
is perhaps too strident a description for many of
these folks, yet one cannot sugarcoat a problem
that is reaching epidemic proportions, especially
in the Valley. They came at various times during
the service, many sitting in silence, their heads
down. But at the passing of the peace they stood
and walked about, greeting each other with hugs
like they were old friends, as indeed they were.
Their personal prayers were quiet, barely audible
as they grappled with words commensurate with
personal agony.
Communion lifted their heads as well as their
hearts. They received the body and blood of Christ
with a light in their eyes that I had not noticed
as I preached. Reflecting on that later, I thought it
was right that it should be so: there was no contest
between my words and their communion. A lady
in the second row had a cart full of blankets and a
toy Chihuahua. As I bent over her with the bread,
I noticed the toy moving: it was a real Chihuahua!
Her name was Lulu, I later learned. She was a
sweet, gentle little girl with beautiful large, round,
brown eyes. I patted her head and moved on,
but out of the corner of my eye it looked like her
"mama'' broke her wafer and gave it to Lulu, then
tipped her wine cup to let Lulu sip. I could not

stop mid-pew to ask myself ifl saw what I thought
I saw. All I could do was think, "Right on!" and
move along.
What was the magic/beauty/startling moment
I had just witnessed? I did not and could not
express what I felt at that moment; "Right on!" had
to do. And why not? Is not the Eucharist meant
for everyone? God's creatures include Lulu too,
not just us humans. At Ascension Lutheran in
Thousand Oaks, Pastor Steve Herder sets aside one
day a year for the Blessing of the Pets. During this
special service we move from dog to cat to lizard
to a picture of a cherished animal, now deceased.
We offer words of prayer and a blessing for these
beloved pets.
God blesses everyone and everything. Meister
Eckhart, the thirteenth-century German mystic
whom Luther loved, said:
Apprehend God in all things, for God is in all
things.
Every single creature is full of God and is a
book about God.
Every creature is a word of God.
If I spent enough time with the tiniest
creature-even a caterpillar! would never have to prepare a sermon.
So full of God is every creature.
A friend of mine said it was wrong to commune an animal. John Muir asks, "Why should
man value himself as more than a small part of
the one great unit of creation? And what creature
of all that the Lord has taken the pains to make is
not essential to the completeness of that unit-the
cosmos:' My friend's reaction to that? "It's sacrilege to commune a Chihuahua:' And I thought
of these lines in Psalm 148: "Praise him, sun and
moon; praise him, all you shining stars! Praise
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the Lord from the earth, you sea monsters and all
deeps, fire and hail, sow and frost. .. mountains
and all hills, fruit trees ... wild animals and cattle,
creeping things and flying birds. Praise the Lord!"

I gave my friend a card with
Thomas Merton's famous prayer,
in which he says: "I believe that
the desire to please you does in
fact please you:'
Many years ago, while leading a tour to Europe,
I took my students to Notre Dame Cathedral. The
day was hot, and the streets were full of tourists.
We barely made it through the huge doors before
they were closed. But there we were, plastered
against the inside of the doors, with hundreds of
people between us and the sanctuary. I happened
to be next to the holy water font; a Parisian on my
left dipped her finger into the water and crossed
herself. Her friend was two people to my right
and could not reach the font, so the lady on my
left dipped her finger into the water and stretched
her right arm across me as far as she could, while
her friend stretched her left arm as far she could
toward the font, and-miracle-the lady on the
left touched her friend's finger: a water drop from
finger to finger, and the lady crossed herself. It
was a serious moment, and my students understood what had just happened whether or not
they understood the sacrament of baptism. "It's
like God's finger touching Adam in the Sistine
Chapel;' a girl said. "In a real sense it's like God's
finger touching mine, isn't it?"
"Just like;' I said. "Just like:'

F

IRST IT's BLESSING ANIMALS, AND NOW IT 'S

salvation by proxy? Sanctification by intention?" my friend asked. I don't know how
animals praise God, and I don't know how blessings work, nor do I doubt that our intention for
good is good, and efficacious. I gave my friend
a card with Thomas Merton's famous prayer, in
which he says: "I believe that the desire to please
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you does in fact please you:' Intention is very
important, I tell my friend, and our inability to
understand how animals praise God shouldn't
keep us from believing it.
While fishing unsuccessfully in Lake Casitas,
another friend (a philosopher) said he thought
that in the future AI would produce people/
machines/things that would have a soul. Argue
that if you are so inclined, or just leave it alone
and see. Meanwhile, Lulu got communed without
a murmur and nestled down among her blankets
and stuffed toys. The service went on. Afterward
we ate sandwiches and cookies and drank coffee
and listened to glorious piano music played by a
young man who, moments before, talked to me
about things I could not understand, in language
I almost could not understand, and did not need
to understand: he talked; I listened. Gospel on the
loose in this church. Thomas Merton said that
people in church were the exegesis of the gospel.
Right on to that, too.

0

NE TRIP INTO A POOR NEIGHBORHOOD

does not make one a super pastor, but
it does offer an epiphanic moment, and
that is gospel as well. The sandwiches are gospel,
the cookies are gospel, and the coffee is gospel.
The street people wander in for-what? A prayer,
something mysterious and maybe magical in the
bread and wine, a place to rest their minds and
bodies, a place of communion no matter who
they are or where they've been-this is their home
now, maybe not tomorrow, maybe not for long,
maybe ...
Forget the maybes. Thanks be to God for all
of them. Thanks be to God for Pastor Marsha, for
the musicians, for the few members left-remnant of fatter years for church going. Thanks be to
God for those in tears and those weak from hunger and those torn by guilt or sorrow or angst of
spirit-they are here now, and Lulu communed
with them.
Right on! 1

J.T. Ledbetter is professor emeritus of
English at California Lutheran University.
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